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sheriff."

There were, several minutes
sparring between the
A
chairman and the witness.
"Isn't Belk the man you take from
place to place whenever there is a la
OF
bor disturbance?" demanded Mr. Fos
ter.
Felts denied that tnls was the case,
"Where did you gt the machine
gun you used in the armored car?"
asked Foster.
"It was sent to mo from West Vir MRS. MINNIE BOND SAYS SENAA. B. McGARY INSTIGATED THE
The witness added that it
ginia."
TOR GORE MADE AN ASSAULT
OF A SLEUTH
KILLING
was one of the weapons that figured
UPON HER
IN TRINIDAD
in the congressional Investigation of
the West Virginia strike.
"Did any one reimburse you for the SHE TAKES WITNESS
SO
STAND
TESTIFIES
DETECTIVE
express you paid on the machine
guns?"
IN
TESTIMONY SHE GIVES
DE"Yes."
TELLS CONGRESSIONAL
;v
!MOF
TAILS
"Who?"
ALLEGED
ALLEG.
.TEE OF STRIKERS'
"Mr. Babcock, vice president and
PROPER PROPOSALS
ED ATROCITY
treasurer of the Rocky Mountain Fuel

UNION ORGANIZER
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of vigorous
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CHILD IS STOLEN
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BUT PAY ROLL HAS BEEN SENT
AWAY, MAKING INFORMA-TIOIMPOSSIBLE

IS

Operators Worked Together

IMPORTED

YE

SUING

$50,000

JOR

"Who owns these machine funs?"
"Some of them have been owned
FRIENDS OF THE ACCUSED MAN
by the Colorado operators."
SAY ACTION IS POLITICAL
all been act
"Have these

operators

COUP

ing together?"

"They all have been pursuing the
i
same
course.
A
direct
Denver, Colo., Feb. 12.
was
Belcher
W.
that
George
charge
(Continued on Page Five.)
murdered In Trinidad by United Mine
at
the
Workers of America,
Instigation of an organizer of the union, was
DID HMO WORK BUT
made today by A. C. Felts, superindetective
tendent of the Baldwin-Felt- s
RECEIVED NO PAY
agency. The killing of Belcher, a
Baldwin-Felt- s
detective, occurred November 20.
Felts, the first witness of the day THIS IS SAID TO HAVE BEEN THE
- before
EXPERIENCE OF MICHIGAN
the house committee investi.
MINERS
gating the Colorado coal mine strike,
said that Luis Zancanelli had confessHancock, Mich., Feb. 12. "We were
ed the murder, in the presence of
Judge Advocate Major E. J. Boughton worked to death and did not get the
and Adjutant General Chase.
money for it," declared Pat Dunnigan,
"How do you know that the killing copper miner, today to the congresHis testimony
was instigated by an organizer of the sional investigators.
United Mine Workers?" demanded related not only to mine working conditions, but also to alleged acts of
Representative Evans.
"Zancanelli said so In his confes- imported "gunmea" after the strike
in the village of Ahmeek, where he
sion."
was marshal.
"Who was the organizer?"
"What do you men want?" Chair"A. B. McGary."
"Did your men mil anvbody in man Taylor asked.
"Let the companies give us a minisouthern Colorado?" was a question
' by Representative mum pay of $3- a day, an eight-hou- r
flashed
suddenly
day and recognize our union and they
Byrnes.
"Yes," replied the witness, "Before will make more money than they ever
the strike was called Gerald Lippiat have made," he replied.
Trammers who formerly filled ten
attacked Walter Belk, one of our men,
and George W. Belcher shot and killed cars a day had been driven to fill as
Lippiat in defense of hilmself and many as 52 in later years, he said.
As to the miners, he declared, "the
Belk."
"
n
machine was killing all of
"Did you do any shooting?"
us."
"Yes."
The ill feeling beneath the veneer
"Who did you hit?"
of politeness opposing counsel have
"I probably hit nobody."
K The witness then explained that shown toward each other thus far in
on October 26 a crowd of strikers fir- the congressional investigation into
ed into the Berwind camp and killed the copper miners' strike became apparent today when O. N. Hilton, for
a "deputy sheriff, and continued:
"The morning of October 27, I the striking mine workers, read into
went by train to Berwind. Near Lud- the record a number of pay slips for
low we were fired upon by strikers the avowed purpose of proving "a
at the instigation of union leaders. system at once unfair and oppresProbably from 500 to 1,000 shots were sive."
It appeared from the slips that the
fired at us at a distance of
of a mile." Several of our mining companies were accustomed
men were wounded. We returned the to take out of the employe's pay the
Bhots, tout I have no knowledge that amount he owed the store keeper,
ve hit any one. After the shooting sometimes leaving nothing. A. F,
we backed the train to Forbes Junc- Rees, for the operators, said that the
tion and walked over the mountains inference that the companies ran the
through the snow to uerwtnd."
w stores was untrue!'" Hilton replied
Representative Byrnes asked the he had no such purpose, but merewitness of stories that several hun- ly wanted to show the system, i
men were emdred Baldwin-Felt- s
Colorado fields.
southern
the
in
ployed
"Yes," said Felts. "I have heard TEXAS FETS BIG SOI
those reports, too. nrvery man employed by the mine owners was called FOR RIVER BETTERMENT
detective by the
a Baldwin-Felt- s
union men,, whether he had ever seen
one 'of our employes or not."
CONGRESS APPROPRIATES MONEY
Felts solved the mjntery of the
FOR IMPROVING INLAND
testi"death special" when he
WATERWAYS
fied that he sent an automobile from
Denver for the use of the mine guards
Washington, Feb. 12. In additional
and had it covered with iron plates. items in the new river and harbor
The witness was then led into a bill', a
formally announced today, the
discussion of the Forbes battle of
are among the appropriafollowing
Oeober 17.
tions :
to
for
protec"We were appealed
Texas Galveston harbor, $1,165,-000- ;
tion of the Forbes mine," he recountGalveston channel, $100,000; Port
ed,' "and some of our boys went up Aransas, $800,000; Sabine Pass and
with the armored car. A large num Port Arthur
canals, $550,000; Houston
ber of deputies' from Trinidad also
$200,000; West Galveschannel,
ship
went to the Forbes district. Our men ton
channel and adjacent streams,
bay
on
from
arrived first and were fired
Colorado river, $25,000; In$25,000;
the strikers' tent colony. They, re- land waterway on the coast of Texas,
turned the fire, using a machine gun West Galveston and Brazos canal,
from the armored car. The deputies
$15,000; channel between Brazos river
from Trinidad, who arrived later, also and
Matagorda Bay, $25,000; channel
we
used their guns. After the fight
from Aransas Pass to Pass Cavallos,
learned that one man who was in
$30,00u; Guadalupe river to Victoria,
the camp was killed."
$15,000; totals $285,000.
A Professional Officer
Brazos river at the mouth, $25,000;
Chairman Foster put the witness from Velasco to Old Washington,
and from Old Washington to
through a searching examination, reof
$200,000;
Walter
the
Trinity river, $205,-00Waco,
employment
garding
Fed River between Fulton, Ark,
Belk, whom the chairman charaeter-.- .
ized as "a sort of a traveling deputy and Washita river, Texas, $25,000.
.

-

one-ma-

three-quarte-

$25,-00-

0,

Oklahoma City Okla., Feb. 12. Mrs.
Bond, who is suing United
States Senator Thomas P. Gore for
$50,000 damages, growing out of an
alleged assault committed in a Wash
ington hotel, took the witness stand
today and told her version of her
meeting with Senator Gore in Washington. The court room was crowded,
the audience including many women.
Despite the ruling of Judge Clark
yesterday that evidence as to incidents in the past life of either of the
litigants was irrelevant. Attorney
Giddings, representing Mrs. Bond, offered to let all the evidence as to
Mrs. Bond's character go before the
jury without objection, provided the
defense would agrea not to object to evidence offered against the
character of Senator Gore. Counsel
for the defense did not reply to the
proposition.
In telling her story of the alleged
assault, Mrs. Bond was composed
throughout. She first met the senator in 1909, she said, and again a
short ' time later' at a - reception In
Oklahoma City. At tnis latter meeting she discussed the appointment of
her husband, Julian Bond, to the position of internal revenue collector.
At that time, she said, the senator
appeared to favor the appointment.
The witness then related how she
went to Washington In March, 1913.
At a reception tendeied by Mr. and
Mrs. Gore to their Oklahoma visitors,
she again broached the subject of the
appointment and the senator asked
her to come to his office, according
to the testimony.
Reaching the time of the alleged assault, the witness said she had tele
phoned Senator Gore oj come to her
hotel. When the senator arrived she
went with him to a room occupied by
James Jacobs' of Oklahoma. In their
talk she said,' the senator asked many
personal question and tried to take
her hand.
"I told him I ,was a different
kind of a woman from those he had
been associating with,," testified Mrs.
Minnie

'
Bond. '
She alleged ' 'that' th
hold of her and tried

senator took

to pull her towards him and that her glasses were

broken in the struggle, cutting her
face. When he pushed her over on
the bed, the bed covering was stained
with blood in several places.
At this Juncture, the witness said,
T..E. Robertson of Oklahoma entered
the room, together with Jacobs and
Kirby Fitzpatrick, and she went to
the toilet to wash the blood stains
She defrom her hands and face.
clared the senator followed her and
told her to tell the men present that
there was nothing wrong.
Mrs, Bond was expected to remain
on the witness stand throughout the
day session.
WILL USE CARE
Washington, Feb. 12. Secretary
Daniels today telegraphed Boatswain
Wilkinson, commanding the naval tug
Potomac, icebound in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, to exercise his discretion
In extricating the boat and her crew
from the present perilous position.
Experts here ibelieve it will be impossible to move the Potomac at present, but Secretary Daniels wanted her
commander to have a free hand.
Meanwhile the revenue cutter Androscoggin, which started to rescue the
Potomac, is Hearing either Halifax or
Sydney, Nova Scotia, to await further
orders.

by court martial of waylaying,
robbing and murdering Fred Martin,
a nesro who was formerly a soldier
in the United States army. Martin
was on the way to Altamlra from
Tampico, where he had just drawn his
pension on' January 26, when the
crime was committed.
ed

Tampa, Fla., Feb. 12. Catherine
old daughter of
McCallie, the
Mrs. Newton S. Fassett of SpoRane,
Wash., was taken from the home of
her aunt here today by a veiled woman, who whisked the child off in an
automobile and has not been located
The McCallie girl's
by the police.
father, Edward McCallie of Chattanooga, was divorced trom her mother
at Reno two years ago. The little MEXICAN FEDERAL ARMY AUGgirl was given by the court to the
MENTED BY ENLISTMENTS
father and a son was given to the
ON AMERICAN SOIL
mother. Mrs. McCallie later married
C.
son
Newton
of former
Fassett, a
Congressman Sloat Fassett of New TRY
TO
STEAL
EOHSES
York, and moved to Sspokane,
'
Children with whom the MdCallie
UNITED
,
PRE-STATES TROOPS
girl was playing, declare the veiled
woman said:
is
this
VENT
THEFT OF MO UMTS
Catherine,
your
mother," as she gathered the girl up
FOR CAVALRY-- '
;
in her arms.
1

STOCKHOLDERS
BAND
ASSESSED
NUMIERSJEAELY 300
Grand Junction, Colo., Feb. 12. An
order was received here today to levy
TWENTY-EIGHARE ALLEGED TO
a 100 per cent assessment on the
HAVE
BEEN
KILLED IN A
stockholders of the Mesa County NaSKIRMISH
tional bank, of which Orson Adams
formerly was president. The bank
failed last fall and 'Adams recently
El Paso, Tex.j' Feb. 12. There were
was arrested oh a charge of misap 258 armed men in the band of
alleged
propriation of tlie funds of the Insti- federal recruits who escaped across
I
tution.
the river at Ysleta last night with
American troopers on their heels, ac
cording to J. Todd McClamy, the rebel
ARRESTED ON A
cattle agent here.
McClamy told reporters that he received the first information
three
MUROER CHARGE days ago that crossings were to be
made at Ysleta, at the El Paso smelter and at a point in New Mexico. He
JOHN B. KOETTERS IS ACCUSED succeeded in locating the Ysleta contingent, which, he said, was recruited
OF SLAYING' WEALTHY
and led by Sylvester and Rodrido
WIDOW
Quebedos, two federal officers formerCincinnati, O.; Feb. 12 The arrest ly at the head of the troops at Casas
last night in San Francisco of John Grandes.
McClamy said that he notified GenB. Koetters for ,i he murder in a ChiVilla of the plot ana confirmed
eral
cago hotel of Sirs. Emma Kraft of
this city on
14, 1912, was Villa's statement made last night that
a cause for rejoining today among he had troops down the river waiting
to receive the intruders. It was curMrs. Kraft's it- nds lu re
Mrs. Kraft h - a .widow GO years rent rumor in Juarez toany that 2S
old when she
,f killed. She had of them, were killed, ibut this could
considerable proverty, and, It is said, not b confirmed.
General Villa having been up most
frequently iwi. : money to Koetters.
the. uighCwaa. still Ja.,ted. at. noon,
of
toled
Ms
a
for
loaa
Lmi(...
Finally
a quarrel and he went to Chicago. and could not be disturbed.
The American troops at Yslet heard
After a few days ho sent for Mrs.
Kraft; She left at once to meet him. no shooting from the Mexican side,
A week after her death relatives of although this does noj prove that
Cincinnati went to Chicago and iden- there was none, as it might have
tified her body at the county morgue. taken place two miles away.
The American troops at Ysleta hear
Koetters was well known here.
beating iup the stubby growth of the
vast flats which flank the river, seek-inWill Ask Extradition
the trail of the Mexicans, but at
Chicago, Feb. 12. Extradition panoon
General Scott has. received no
return
"Handsome
of
pers for the
Jack" Keotters, held in San Francisco important news of their quest... The
to
in connection with the murder of Mrs. horses which the Mexicans failed
Emma Kraft of Cincinnati, November run off are said to be privately owned.
States soldiers
United
today
14, "3912, will be taken out tomorrow
Mexicans who
the
for
resumed
search
of
detectives.
J.
chief
John
Halpln,
by
Rio GranCaptain Halpin said that Koetters last night headed across the
de from the American side, carrying
was unlikely to fight extradition.
of the
According to Halpin, Koetters was arms and supplies in violation
federal
the
to
laws,
watchjoin
a
B.
neutrality
V.
Tomsen,
recognized by
or to
man, who wrote from 331 Octavia forces at, some point unknown,
Juar
at
rebel
the
harrass
garrison
street, San Francisco:
"Can you send me particulars of across the river from El Paso.
So far as the American cavalry ofJohn Koetters or Cutter, wanted for
the murder of Mrs. Kraft. I have ficers could learn in the course of the
was to capture a corspotted a party hero answering full night, the plot
saddles at Ysleta,
and
horses
inral
of
an
who
has
bought
description,
terest in a hotel with a widow and 13 miles east of here, and about a
them
tried) to get her to sign over her life mile from the; rive,, and rush,
across. In some way this part of the
insurance to him."
plan miscarried.
The alarm reached General Hugh
L. Scott, in command at Fort Bliss,
about 10 o'clock last night. Ranchers
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
and others, whose homes are scatter
4
ed along the road near Ysleta,
into the city to find cut the
Washington, Feb. 12. Senate: Met cause of the unusual number of auto
at noon.
mobiles seen. The only soldier so far
John G. Milburn testified on the known to have seen any of the albill to regulate stocx exchanges beleged Iluerta recruits was Corporal
fore the banking committee.
Kauffman of Troop A, Fifteenth cavPassed Senator Smoot's bill to open
alry. When the alarm sounded he
withdrawn Alaska coal lands to home was dispatched to Ysleta to guide
stead entry, reserving title to the other troops
being rushed to that
'
coal to the government.
He arrived ahead of the reinpoint.
Immigration committee decided on forcements and lay in a ditch, from
a speedy report on the Burnett Imwhich, he says, he saw detachments
migration bill.
of about 15 men each make a rush
House: Met at noon.
toward the river. When the other solSet time aside for Lincoln memorial diers; arrived they had disappeared.
services.
General Francisco Villa, command
Democrats of the immigration comthe rebel forces, and now at Juaconsideration of ing received an intimation of the sit
mittee prevented
rez,
Asiatic exclusion bills.
uation at Ysleta early In the evening
Rural credits hearings! arranged for and sent small detachments of bis
next week by a
men east along the Mexican border of
Representative Russell of Missouri the river to capture rtie invaders.
read; from the speaker's rostrum Lincoln's Gettysburg address, and RepExecuted for Murder
resentative Foss of Ohio delivered an
Tampico, Max., Feb. 12. A lieutenoration oni Lincoln.
District of Columbia Ic&islalion ant and a sergeant of the Mohican
ffdonil army were summarily shot
considered.
: '
Cantor of New York lut reduced a here today by order of General I a
Mon-IoHie
to
federal
Now
York
cio
faraensa,
enlarge
bill for $607,408
commanik-rThey had been-- corwiet- a?say office.
-
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ILL HOT SIGN
EVEBS

Chicago, Feb. 12. Mrs. 6y Sin, a
Chinese, was arrested here today In BACKER OF INSTITUTION
SAY
connection witb, the murder of a ChiTHE PLAYER BELONGS TO
nese whose dismembered body was
!
NATIONALS
found! in a trunk a year ago in Se
attle, Wash. The trunk was shipped
from Pendleton, Ore. Mrs. Sin's hus MUEfHY
WILL
K3T
band was arrested In Pendleton, but
the woman had disappeared. Detectives today broke down a doorway In MAGNATE SAYS HE ENJOYS RE.
nrvniw irini rrc I O I J DC
Mrs. Sin with two other Celestials,
t
THROWN OUT
one of whom escaped down a fire es
Detectives of Portland, Ore.,
cape.
where. Sin is held, traced the woman
WILL i:;VA
03TEA!
to this city.
--
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LEAGUE

SUSPECTED

A WpMAN

.

FEDERAL

SOTHERN DENIES RUMORS
Portland, Ore., Feb. 12. E. H. Soth- -

ern issued a statement here today,
lamenting the publication of reports
that there had Tjeen a oreach between
him and his wife, Julia Marlowe, who
Is now in New York. There was not
the slightest foundation for such rumors, he said, Mrs. Sothern having
abandoned their tour together and re
turned to New York solely because
of ill health. In justice to his com
pany and theater managers, Mr. Soth
ern explained, he was concluding his
season alone.

ENTIRE EAST IS IN
THE GRIP OF COLD
SNOW IS PREDICTED ALL OVER
NEW ENGLAND AND NEW
YORK TONIGHT
New York, Feb. J2. Zero weather
held all of New England, New York
state and northern PennfcyU.iuK .n
its grip today, temperatures ranging
from 37 degrees below zero at Pom- pay, "MV" Y., to one degree" uot'JW
this city. A dense vapor, amounting
almost to a fog, hung over the waters
in and about the city.
The cold was accompanied by a
stinging north wind which reached
the proportions of a gale along the
coast, with hourly velocity of 50 miles
an hour at Highland Light, Mass.
Cold in Des Moines
Des Moines, la,, Fob. 12. The first
heavy snow storm of the season is

NEW BASEBALL LEAGUE IS LOOK
ING FOR G EATER
NEW
YORK SITE

New York, Feb. 12. A new angle
developed In the baseball situation
here today when the Federal league
promoters announces that they would,
not bid for the services of Johnny
Evers, deposed manager of tha Chicago National league club. Charles
H. Weeghman, the leading backer of
the Federal league, slated that his
organization considers Evers under
contract with the National league, and
conforming with the new league's announced policy he would make no effort to obtain Evers.
Weeghman further tawd that the
fact that Joseph Tinker had arrived
here from Chicago in time for an
early, morning conference with President Gilmore and himself bad no bearing on the Evers situation.
"Tinker came to New York," eaid
Weeghman, "at my telegraphic request, bringing some important papers which were needed. Ha will
also endeavor to sign several plajera
with whom we have been negotiating.
Evers is not among them and will not
be. :'"-:- We all aro P""1 k
that ha "Is" un'tiiir 'contract' ar.i 1
property of the National league."
after making Ut
Immediately
statement Weeghman, Gilmore aai
Tinker hurried from their temporary
quarters, and it was reported that
they were again viewing possible sites
for a baseball park in Greater New
York for 1915, if not this year. Evera-faileto appear ia the gathering of
magnates, players and other followers of baseball. He left his hotel
early in the forenoon and could not
be found in th usual gathering places.
President Gaffney of the Boston Nationals reported that he co.;l not
find Evers, although he bad lies a c- the lookout for him.
The National league and its U i

'.i

falling throughout central Iowa today,
according to reports at the government weather bureau. Below zero
temperatures were registered at various points early today, the thermometer In the Des Moines bureau showing four below, At noon six inches o i".,
vuLwmg dity
of snow had fallen here and railroad executive
and- the hour for
seesioa,
and street car traffic was badly deholding the meeting of the national
moralized. ,
commission was delayed until 3 p. m.
Charles W. Murphy, president cf
Snow Is Predicted
the Cubs, denied that he had aDy
Washington, Feb. 12. The coldest
of
from professional
weather of the winter enveloped the baseball or retiring
knew
that
of any movo
ho
entire east today and is expected to to force him out
of the National
be succeeded ,iby a enow storm from
league. He eaid:
Texas during tie next 24 hours J The
'I'm in the game to stay. It bas
weather bureau predicted that flakes become the national
pastime to Kick.
AtMiddle
would be falling over the
Murphy out of baseball at least four
lantic and southern New England times a
year, and I am getting mts4
filitessjiy tonight or tomorrow morni- to
I am the master of my soul
it
'
ng1.
the real and only boss of my ball
and I am going to run It la the way-Eleven Below In Boston
l see fit. These knocks I receive wt h
Boston, Feb. 12. A quick drop in a
great deal of happiness, beeam
temperature carried the mercury early thely help to fill the hall
park with
today to 11 degrees below zero, the haters of Murphy wno have
paid thi.-;lowest point reached in this city for
gate money to help maks Wuri.-useveral years.
rich.
,

-

v-
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"As for ISers, I did v,list I tie
"t for the club. He is t n
a t .i
dh nt illy unfit to mnna
outhido of t' t a v ry v i '
i,
I 'l
that I know wut !i a', .,t t
executive end of tha Inibiuets to
able to take eare of it pwttv vli enf
I am not goins: to let ar.y oxm ao
GO ET HALS
COLONEL
WIRES
biibinc-Jnu 1 I r
F
fir
WASHINGTON REGARDING
ar;-.h:v! tn
esrree
us
not
r,f
tme
GRAFTS
Wfl-- il
?le i' v ' j
if
i
12. Colonel Swjpv
Feb.
Washington,
v.i '. me."
George W. Goethals, in a telegram today to tli a Isthmian canal com mission
officers, has completely exonerated
Lieutenant Colonel Bucene T. Wilson
from any connection w Vx liie a'
1ran u tioiw w l.n. h It 1 in tl.e d
ill of n m r h1
i
i, a ct Vto .
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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;Osaga on the Missouri river, and
Father De Smedt had cnarge of all
west of that point.
Father Dalton also told of Father
Roux, the first resident priest In Kansas City, who built the first church In
1S39, where Eleventh street and Penn-

MRS.

sylvania avenue now is located.
"On March 8, 1834," said Father Dalton, "Father Roux bought 40 acres of
land which now Include the site of the
old Union depot and much property
up on the hill. He paid $10 for It. In
1839 he sold 10 acres of his holdings
on the hill to Bishop Rositte, being
paid $2 for the ten acres.
Again taking up the story of Father
DeSmedt, the speaker said the priest
had covered 180,000 miles in the northwest territory (between 1821 and 1851.
It' wag Father De Smedt who baptized
Father Dalton in St. rxmts.
"In 1849," eaid the speaker, "while
cholera was raging, Father De Smedt
and some of his followers were coming
down the Missouri river near Omaha,
OmaThey were nearly starved. Near
ha Father De Smedt saw smoke on
the shore and determined to Investigate. He was warned not to go
ashore. In camp there he found Brig-haYoung and his followers. The
Mormon leader was 111. Father De
Smedt knew his and gave to him a
map showing the way to the 'great
sea of salt" and the wonderfully fertile country about It Brigham Young
later claimed that this map had been
in
given him by an archangle. Later
life when asked about the incident by
Joseph Pulitzer, then, a reporter in
St. Louis and later owner of two
great newspapers, Father De Smedt
related the circumstances and snowed
Mr. Pulitzer a copy of, the map which
he had retained. He denied being an
,
archangeL however.
Father Dalton said that the power
of this priest over the Indians seemed
to be absolute. He took to them every
thing possible to aid them and had no
fear of them. He was a university
man, a physician, an engineer and a

DIARY LEFT BY PIONEER PRIEST
IS NOW AN INVALUABLE
BIT OF HISTORY

Kansas City, Kan., Feb. 12. In an
address on "Missionaries In and about
Kansas City," delivered before the
Missouri Valley historical society yesterday afternoon at the Westport
branch library, Rev. Father William J.
Dalton took up In aetail the history
of. Father DeSmedt, a pioneer Jesuit
missionary. His work for years was
among the Indians.
Father Dalton began by giving a
brief history of the Jesuits and their
coming to the JJnited States to go as
missionaries among the Indians as
early as 1764. The Pottawatomles and
Kaws, from the lake regions, were
Christian tribes and when they settled
near here a priest and a young German came from St Louis every two
years for 12 years and went among
them. They went down as far aa
Oklahoma and kept a complete diary
of everything they saw and did.
In the libraries of Europe today,
Father Dalton said, many of these original diaries are preserved and are
Invaluable from a historic standpoint
Father De Smedt, the speaker said,
was born near Belgium in 1801. He
died in St. Louis in 1871, after a most
eventful career. Father De Smedt was
a member of the royal family of Belgium, a cousin of Leopold I, and relat-to Queen Victoria, He was one of
the few who were present at her coronation in 1813.
In 1814 Father Qulckenborn and several Jesuit priests, all university men
from Belgium, came to St. Louis intending to go as missionaries among
the Indians. Father Quickenborn, after some investigation of conditions,
made an adverse report, but the seven
priests demanded to remain. By appealing to Rome their wish was granted. Father Quickenborn's efforts to
Interfere with them resulted in his
being given all territory east of Fort
d

cook.

"During the Civil war," continued
the lecturer, "President Lincoln, rec
ognizing the superior power of this
priest as a diplomat, sent him to England, France and Spain. His mission
was to have these countries refrain
from Interfering in the war over here.
And he was successful. Being of a
royal family himself he had no trouble
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Any analytical chemist can prove by analysis, that coffee
contains two harmful drugs

Caffeine an alkaloid that irritates the hean, liver and
neys, and upsets the nerves, fc

kid-

;

Tannin a drug which produces an astringent action upon the
tissues of the stomach and bowels.
But the greatest test of all Is made In thousands
of homes where it Is daily proven
by personal
that headachei, biliousness, Indigestion, heart
Irritation and nervous less are very often caused by
coffee drinking
t
An ordinary cup of

caffeine, and

2

2--5

cot'ee contains about

2

1-- 2

grains of

grains of tannin.

Some corfee concerns hive tried In various ways without
much success to rid coffea of its caffeine, because they know
its harmful effects. Now they are agitated because people are
objecting to the presence of tannin in coffee the same element
(but obtained from bark) that Is used to tan leather.

The simple, easy way o it of coffee troubles Is to quit this
harmful beverage and use t ie pure
food-drin-

Is absolutely free ftvra these drugs or any harmful
Made only from prime wheat (roasted) and a small perof molasses, Postum contains the rich, nutritious values of

It
cent

e.

the grain

is a genuine

food-drink-

.

must be well boiled.

15o

and

25c packages.

Instant Postum a solub'e powder. A teaspoonful stirred in a
bevcup of hot water, with crean and sugar, makes a delightful
C0c
SOc
tins.
and
erage instantly.
The cost per cup of both kinds ia about the same.
--

There's a Reason" for POSTUM
sold by grocers everywhere.
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And Be Free From Her Troubles,
i

Columbia. Tenn. "Manv a time."
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
"1 wished I would die and be relieved
of my Suffering, from womanly troubles.
1 could not
get up, without pulling at
something to help me, and stayed in oed
most of the time. 1 could not do my
housework.
x
The least amount of work tired me
out. My head would swim, and I would
Jrembie for an hour or more, rinaliy. I
took Cardui. the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact,
1 am sound and well of all
my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak snots and
helps to make them strong. It acts with
nature not against her. It is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
as if everything were wrong, and need
and
something to quiet their nerves
'
system.
strengthen the worn-oIf vou are a woman, suffering' from anv
of the numerous symptoms of womanly
frouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
At all druggists.
Writi U: Chattanooga Medicine Co, Ladies'
ut

Dent, Chattanooea, ienn., ior Srmmi
book, Home
hutructiom on your case and
Treatment tor Women." in plain wrapper. H.C 1SS
Advisory

In getting audiences with the highest
in power! wherever he went."
Father Dalton then told of the wonderful influence of the Jesuit priest

among the Indians in- bringing peace
among the tribes and a more kindly
feeling toward the white man. He
related many interesting incidents.
Whiskey sold them by white men, he
said, caused much trouble.
"From William Penn down," said
the priest, "the history of the white
man's connection with the Indian has
been one of perversity','
Father Dalton said that rather De
Smedt was a lover of mankind and he
was on the most friendly terms with
all other missionaries who came into
the field. He spoke of 25 large vol
umes which contain the works of this
missionary priest. These range from
a book of "How to Cultivate a Gar.
den" to scientific works on astronomy, histories of all the tribes of Indians, and books of poetry.
The speaker said that Father De
Smedt was unlike other men of the
He told of when he was at
clergy.
the American college in Rome where
Father De Smedt came to visit him.
The clergy over there were garbed in
vestments which marked their calling
"But when Father De Smedt came,"
added Father Dalton, "he wore a sack
coat and a straw hat. He also went
about with his hands In his pockets.
As a rule one would have to1 make
about two weeks' preparation before
beine eiven an audience with the
pope and would have to wear the prop
er vestments. Father Dfi Smedt tooK
me to see Pope Pius IX. He made no
preparation, wore his sack coat and
straw hat and carried his hands In
his Dockets. He had no trouble In
In. When he eame to the
'
door where his holiness abided he
was
opened said
knocked and when it
in a businesslike way: 'Pope, I'd like
to see you a minute.' And he went
rieht in. I was told to wait outside.
After a time when I was admitted
Father De Smedt was- teling the pope
about Indian papooses, Indian squaws
the braves and the customs of the
various tribes."
KILLED DEER OUT OF SEASON

Raton, N. M., Feb. 12. Deputy
Game Warden Baldwin made a trip
to
to Sugarite yesterday afternoon
res
three
which
deer
three
confiscate
idents of the camp had killed the day
before in Sugarite canyon near the
Sproull ranch. The lawbreakers were
discovered by one of the ranchmen
living near the scene of the killing
and hastily made their escape without
securing their game. Their Identity
was soon learned, however, and the
men concerned came to Raton today
and agreed to plead guilty before the
justice court A fine of $50 is fixed
by the law for each deer killed out of
season; half of the fine reverting to
the informant and the money from
the sale of the confiscated meat going to the state. The disciplining of
these violators of the state game law
should be a warning lesson to others.
The butcher shops in Raton dlspens
ed venison to a large number of
homes in Raton today a luxury
which, from the lawbreakers' stand
point, was "deer" in iact as well as
name.

formed the keynote of interesting exercises held In the Hall of flags In
the State House this afternoon at the
dedication of a memorial erected in
honor of the army nurses of the civil
war. Representatives of the Army
Nurses Memorial association, Daugh
ters of Veterans antr other patriotic
societies participated In the program.
Former Governor Curtis Guild deliver
ed the principal oration and Governor
David I. Walsh made the speech, of
acceptance In behalf of the state.
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We have on display (he following merchandise

PROPOSED

but Finds Better Way.

IN MEMORY OF ARMY NURSES
Boston, Mass., Feb. 12. Patriotism

Postum comes In two forms:
Regular Postum

WISHED SHE

THURSDAY,

which shows the styles that will be worn this

VICTOR
MORAWATZ
OF NEW
YORK SAYS THEY WILL
'
HAMPER BUSINESS

Washington, Feb. 12. Attention of
the chamber of commerce of the United States, In annual convention here
with delegates present from virtually
every Important commercial organiza
tion In the country, was held today by
animated discussion and criticism of
the administration anti-trulegisla
tion program. Victor Morawetz, of
New York, declared unequivocally
against the proposed trust measures
now under consideration by congress,
asserting that "they Impose addition
al prohlbitiona which would give rise
to additional uncertainty and litiga
tion." He advocated, however, the
establishment of a federal interstate
trade commission "under an act care
fully denning its function, powers
and duties."
Referring to the proposed measures,
Mr. Morawetz eaid some of the bills
"instead of furnishing safeguards to
Industry against the forces which have
disturbed it, would place shackles up
on legitimate business and enterprise.'
None of the bills, he declared, would
tend to) make the present law more
definite or certain.
act prohibits in the
"The anti-trubroadest language restraints of trade
and monopolizing" he continued, "and
it is now settled that the purpose and
policy of the act cannot be avoided by
any disguise or subterfuge. I doubt
that any statute can be drawn that
would really make the act more def
inite and certain except, either by
limiting the scope of the act and defeating its purpose, or by subjecting
rules
commerce to a set of cast-iroCertainly
that would cripple it.
'bill to define
neither the
the Sherman law' or the
'trade relations bill,' or any of the
other bills, make the law more def
inite." '
"Such legislation leads to contempt
for the law and to lawlessness, and
substitutes government by executive
will for government under laws. It
is true that more effective machinery
could be provided for ascertaining
violations of the present law, for obtaining prompt decision as to. its ap
plication to specific cases, and for
enforcing its fcr&hlbltiong more effi
ciently. The creation of an interstate
trade comission could attain that re
sult and would be a wise and effective
measure."
The bill now pending for the cre
ation of an interstate trade commis
sion, the speaker suggested, should be
amended In various particulars. "It
should be vested with certain addition
al functions and duties," he said, "the
provision making public the Informa
tion obtained by examination of the
records, accounts, books and papers
of corporations should be eliminated
and all agents and examiners of the
commission should be strictly prohibited from disclosing information ex
cept tc the commission."
"The great majority of the people
agree," he concluded, "that the, desir
ed result should be attained without
tearing up the roots or unsettling le
gitimate business. To hamper honest
and legitimate enterprise merely to
strike at those who break the law, or
benefit themselves by Illegitimate
means would not be wise legislation
'
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Wooltex Suits and Coats
Beautiful Silk and Silk Crepe Dress Patterns
Shadow Lace and Chiffon Waists
Novelty Trimming Silks
Cotton Crepes
Gage Hats
Rufflings
We are showing only exclusive styles and patterns and
would be pleased to have you look over our lines before

purchasing elsewhere.
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CENT "CASCARETS"
STRAIGHTEN

YOU

UP

WHEN HEADACHY, BILIOUS, CON
STIPATED, STOMACH SOUR,
BREATH BAD
Get a
box now.

Turn the rascals out the headache
Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn, them
out tonight and keep them out with
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take
Cascaret now and ihen and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset
biliousness,

v

Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food:
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
waste matter and poison fn the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight straightens yon
out
They work while
box from
you sleep.
A
any drui store means a clear head.
sweet stomach nnrl rlean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Children love Cascarets because they
never gripe or sicken. Adv.

Subscribe tor The Optaa.

Established
INDIANA

BUSY

G. O. P. GETS

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 12. The biggest gathering of Indiana republicans
that this city has seen in a long time
met today for a Lincoln birthday celebration and a general conferende on
the future of the party and the plans
for the next state campaign. Besides
a meeting of the state committee the
day's program included conventions
of the Indiana republican editorial association and the Indiana Lincoln
league.

Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown-

ups

La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate

That's Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It has the confidence of your
druggist, who knows It will give you
satisfaction. W. W. Nessmith, States-boro- ,
Ga, says: "I have used Folev's
Honey and Tar Compound In my family and have sold It in my store and
it never fails to cure." Refuse a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Some victims of la grippe never

persistent coughing is weakening. The
quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar
makes It valuable In severe la grippe
coughs. F. G. Prevo, Bedford, Ind.,
writes: "La grippe left me with a severe cough that Foley's Honey and
Tar cured, and I am back to my normal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Thorss 5s Only Quo

How Is Your Boiler?

;

It has been

stated that a man's
stomach is his boiler, his body is his
engine and his mouth the fire box. Is
your boiler (stomach) in good working order or Is it so weak that it will
not stand a full load and not able to
supply the" needed energy to your engine (body) ? If you have any trouble
with your stomach Chamberlain's Tablets will do you good. They strengthen and Invigorate the stomach and
enable It to do Its work naturally.
Many very remarkable cures of stomach trouble have been effected by
them. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
MINNESOTA TEACHERS
Mankato, Minn., Feb. 12.

MEET

Mankato

miM mi mm

Ml
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That is
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT,
Always remember the full name.

Look

lor this signature on

25o.

every box.

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallct Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

Is entertaining during the remainder

of this week the annual convention
of the Southern Minnesota Teachers'
association. A large and representative attendance marked the opening
of the proceedings today.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Vanish Away
Men and women having backache,

Backache-Rheumatis-

rheumatism, stiff and swollen Joints
are honestly glad to know that Foley
Kidney Pills are successful everywhere In driving out these ills. That
is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
true medicine and quickly effective In
all diseases that result from weak, Inactive kidneys and urinary Irregularities. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
HARVARD

SMILES

ON

SUCCESSFUL

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

TANGO

Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 12. Despite
protests from various quarters the
Harvard authorities have declined to
prohibit the dancing of the tango or
other modern steps at ihe "junior
prom," which is to take place tomor
row night. The annual dance is the
big social event of the year at the
university.

Interest Psiii cn

Tissi

Dcpomii

THE OLD RELIABLE

EVERYWHERE

BAIN

People everywhere are talking of
the quick and fine results Foley
Kidney Pills give In backache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles,
You can not take them Into your sys
tem without good results-- That is be- -'
cause Foley Kidney Pills give to the
kidneys and bladder lust what nature
cans for to heal these weakened and
inactive organis. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

WAGON
1
y

HEADS OF SCHOOLS MEET

Great Falls, Mont, Feb. 12. A
large attendance marked the opening
here today of the annual convention
of Montana county (siuperintendents
and school trustees. The school as a
social center was one of the leading
topics discussed at the opening ses
sion. The procaedings will be concluded tomorrow.

Colds, constinafl
are three common afflictions and relieving the constipation helps the
COld and Rtons iha hoaflnrha
TTon
Foley Cathartic Tablet3 because they
are very prompt and thoroughly
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasant effects. A Whnln hnttl full fnr
25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
urug store. Adv.
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Gross, Kelly
Sole Agents

: Co,

weekly income per family was raised
from $6.42 at time of admission to
about $15 at. time of discharge.
The cost of the experiment for the
year in this colony of 27 families was
$20,217, as against $28,446, which it
would have cost to handle the sick
members in institutions and the well
members ini homes, asylums or elsewhere.
One of the families consisted of a
mother and her fiye children, ages 10
to 18. The father Is In a state hospital for the Insane. The family had
lived in a
apartment. Their
home, though, bright, eunny and immaculately clean; was so, congested
that the mother and boys were compelled to sleep in one bedroom, while
the eldest child, a daughter, had slept
for years on a board on two chairs.
They had very little furniture, not
even a table. The woman attended a
tuberculosis day camp, the eldest girl
remaining at home to keep house.
One of the boys worked, although he
had not yet got his working papers.
The family income wafe $4.50 a week,
to which a relief society was adding

IOME TREATMENT

IS TRIED WITH
SUCCESS
YEAR'S

EXPERIMENT
WITH
FAMILIES
RESULTS IN
SEVERAL CURES

27

"LIFER" PAROLED MRS. VILLIMJS'
LOilG SICKNESS

TO COMPLETE

ciation for Improving the Condition
of the Poor. This conslusion is based
on the association's
experience in
of consumpcaring for a family-colon- y
tives in the East river homes, popularly known as the Vanderbilt model
tenement.
The experiment is to be continued
with a doubled capacity, in the belief that a further demonstration may
lead New York and other cities to
revolutionize their present methods
of dealing with the great white
plague.
The experiment has been in progress for. a year. The colony was composed of 27 families, 79 members of
which were tubercutous. They were
installed in sanitary quarters, where
they had ample sunshine and fresh
air, good and abundant nourishment,
freedom from undue work and worry,
and where there were reasonable
segregation, skilful medical care and
constant nursing supervision.
Eleven of. the families, containing
23 tuberculous persons, 12 of whom
were wage earners, wero discharged
during the year.
Six of the 11 families were rehabilitated, physically, socially and economically.
The five other families of the 11
liad to be dismissed from the colony
because of persistent intemperanco or
refusal to follow advice. But their
condition, it. is stated, was improved
in consequence pf the treatment.
No new cases of consumption developed after admission to the colony.
the adult patients, CI per cent
, Of
apparently were cured, 22 per cent experienced an arresting of the disease,
and 11 per cent were much improved.
In only four cases was there no
progress. Three of the four were sent
away for refusing to follow advice.
The fourth case ended in death. The
patient had been in an advanced stage
when admitted.
Of the 65 children and 16 infants,
IS - were consumptive, 23 were suspicious cases, and the rest were candidates for the disease. Although
practically all of the children were
undeveloped wnen admitted they all
reached in six months their normal
weight for age.
Social and economical rehabilitation was also carried on in tho colony. In the case of the six families
that were rehabilitated, the average
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Yields To Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable

SCHOOLING

THE

ucTrmnuo
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sent to prison for life as a result, has
been paroled hy Governor Morehead
so that he may enter Nebraska State
university and complete his education.
For several months young Murphy
has been enrolled in the correspondence school of the university.
The sister besought the governor
to grant the parole and while Kenneth is in school she will pay a portion of his expenses; the young fellow will earn by his labor the balance of the tuition.
and his Bister
Kenneth Murphy
Eunice lived on a cattle ranch in
Cherry county. Nearby lived the
Weed boys and Harry Heath, cronies
of young Murphy, all under 20 years
On another
ranch lived
of age.

j

creased by walking
or standing on my
feet and I had such
awful bearing down
feelings, was depressed in spirits
and became thin and
pale with dull, heavy
eyes, I had six doc

tors from whom I received only temporary relief. I decided to give Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a fair
trial and also the Sanative Wash. I have
now used the remedies for four months
$6 a week.
and cannot express my thanks for what
John A, Kingsbury, now charities
they have done for me.
" If these lines will be of any benefit
commissioner, who as general agent
you have my permission to publish
of the association got up the experiMrs. Sadie Williams, 455
them."
ment, said yesterday as to the family
James
Street,
Elkhart, Indiana.
to:
above referred
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Coma
of
residence
year
their
"During
pound, made from native roots and herbs,
at the Home' hospital the girl was
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
able to return to work and the boy
and y
holds the record of being the
was sent to school to complete his
most successful remedy for female ill3
we know of, and thousands of
education; the mother and children!
, of Eunice Murphy. One day, now two testimonials on file in the voluntary
ti
Pinkham
receivea uie 'uutu iubliuvuuu
years ago, Sellers was calling upon laboratory at Lynn, Mass., seem to
Miss Eunice when the four boys came prove this fact
an was fully restored to health.
in and forced him to accompany them
If you have the slightest douht
bewas
"The girl, whose character
down the road a short distance from that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetato
slum
the
fit
moulded
gradually
ing
the house. There they tied his hands ble Compound will help you,vrite
to Lydia E.Pinkham MedicineCo.
standard of the district in which
a rope around Ms neck, tied the
put
(confidential) Lynn.Mass., for adshe lived and the environment of other end to the saddle of a
pony, vice. Your letter will he opened,
the egg packing plant In which she and drew him
of read and answered by a woman,
up to the cross-arhad been employed, sums up her a
tied and held in strict confidence.
then
pole.
They
telephone
experience by saying: 'The time I the rope and left the boy swinging.
spent in the Home hospital seems
Then they went into town and, re- the parole Governor Moorehead said
like a year of heaven to mc' ,
"I do this for the reason that young
ports
Bay, told about the "joke" they
has
on
life
"Her whole outlook,
arrested
When
is an orphan boy and has had
Sellers.
on
Murphy
There is a personal dainti- played
changed.
when no one to look after him from child
But
were
indignant.
very
tbey
and
ness and refinement of speech
sentiment got strong enough hood except a sister just a little older
manner. She has been inspired with publno
to form the young fellows than himself; partly, also, because all
a
for
mob
fine ideals and a real, ambition for
saw that matters were serious. They the accounts I have had of him agree
now
trusted
a
is
and
improvement,
went before the court and pleaded that prior to the event he was not
clerk and telephone operator in a
to murder in
first degree known to possess vicious or criminal
older
The
two
boys guilty
hospital office.
to life im- tendencies. I shall keepin close touch
were
sentenced
and
each
have good positions ana the family
with the instructors and the party
prisonment.
a
income now amounts to about $70
At that time report said that they with whom he will stak and if there
month."
Sellers so that Miss Murphy is any indication that the boy is not
The commissioner added that he himg
get the life insurance, which making good I shall return him to the
might
result
would
hoped the experiment
to have been made in penitentiary at once.
was
supposed
in causing the community to go to
The governor's action is strongly
her favor.
tuberculosis
the work of combating
weeks ago, When Miss Mur condemned in Cherry county. The
Several
in the tenements and of constructing
phy approached Governor Morehead, governor makes no mention of the
sanitary tenements of high type, she gave what purported to be the three boys who helped
Murphy to
where consumption caii be treated true
of the hanging. She said hang Sellers and who are still in
story
without the necessity of breaking up that Sellers bad
."long annoyed her by prison.
homes.
proposing marriage at every opportunity and often threatened to kill her
HEALTH CONVENTION
HOLIDAY IN MANY STATES
and to commit suicide unless she
S. C, Feb.
Columbia,
12. The
Washington, Feb. 12. Reports from married him. She said this persecu- Southeastern
association,
Sanitary
many sections of the country indicate tion had continued for many months which was organized at Greenville
a wider observance of the Lincoln when she appealed to her brother and las:
year, began its first annual conbirthday aniversary today than ever his friends to protect her. The hang- vention in this tity today with a
iscge
before. Less than a decade aga the ing followed, and according to her at'eniiance o".
) hysicians and health
observance of the bfrth of the martyr story, young Murphy and his friends officers from North and South Caropresident was officially recognized in intended only to scare him from an- lina, Florida and Georgra. While the
onjy 12 states. During the past few noying. Miss Eunice; that they in- chief purpose of the association is to
years the number of states in which tended to lower him, but that Sellers promote sanitary measures a wide vathe day is celebrated as a legal holi- fainted, and this scared the four young riety of other problems relatine- tn tho
In granting
men so that they ran
day has increased to 22.
publie heaUh &re scheaued for dlg.
cussion during the two days' sessions.
Dr. J. A. Haiyne, state health officer
of - South Carolina, presided at the
opening session today.

te

a Joy and comfort to know that
It
those
pains and other distresses that are said to precede
may easily be avoldid. No woman need
fear the slightest discomfort II she will
Jortlfy herself with the
and
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
This is a most grateful, penetrating, external application that at once softens and
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and
ligaments. They naturally expand without
the slightest strain, and thus not only
banish all tendency to nervous, twitching
spells, but there Is n entire freedom from
nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
that bo often leave their Impress upon the
much-talked--

d

Martineztown, was the victim, he
claims, of a mysterious and murderous attack in Coyote canyon about
1:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon, in
which the boy w as seriously wounded
and came near losing his life.
Garcia, who was brought to his
home this morning and attended by
Dr. Clayton, who removed the bullet
from his right side, cannot identify
the man who shot him, knows no reason for any attack upon him and can
give no explanation whatever of the

shooting.
"I was finishing piling wood on my
wagon, and getting ready to start to
Albuquerque with the load," Garcia
told Deputy Sheriff Dick Lewis this
morning, "and had sent my younger
brother to bring in the horses, when
a man riding a bay horse rode into
the canyon and to about 50 yards of
me. He stopped his liorse, for I was
looking at him. Then he turned in
the saddle, tools deliberate aim at me
and fired. The first shot did not hit
me. I yelled at him. Then he raised
his gun, took aim and shot again.
That time he hit me and I fell down.
The man turned his horse and rode
away.
",He was too far away for me to eee
his face, or to tell whether he was
an American or a Mexican. I do not
know what kind of a gun it was, but
it looked like a rifie."
The ball, which is cut and scarred,
and looks as if It might have been
used as a shotgun slug, entered in the

right side, coming out near the back
and lodging under the skin. It did
not cut the intestines and Dr. Clayton
fears no trouble unless blood poisoning should result, which he thinks un
likely.
Young Garcia declares he nas had
no trouble with any one, and has no
enemies that he knows of. He did

not recognize the horse.
Deputy Sheriff Lewis at once sent
three men to Coyote canyon to take
the trail. The conyon Is little frequented and the men may be able to
find the stranger's trail.

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
EEAUTIFY

YOUR DAIR

MAKE IT THICK, GLOSSY, WAVY,
LUXURIANT AND REMOVE
ALL DANDRUFF

babe.
The occasion Is therefore one of unbounded, Joyful anticipation, and too much
stress can not be laid upon the remarkable
Influence which a mother's happy, pre-natdisposition has upon the health and fortunes of the generation to come.
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
thousands of whom have used and recommend It. You will find It on sale at all drug
Btores at f 1.00 a bottle. Write y
to tho
TtrRrifleld Regulator Co., 13ft T,nninr Hldg...
Atlanta, Ga., for a most Instructive book on
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.
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Mammy now uses Calumet Baking Powder instead of sour milk and
kind, because it is more convenient
soda, or the cheap and big-cabecause she knows from experience that the baking will be lighter,
daintier and more uniformly raised that it will keep fresh longer.
Calumet is certain of good results it is purer and more wholesome
than the cheap
kind, and more economical in the end.
n

big-ca- n

BAKING PC
CHICAGO

Give Calumet one trial. If it fails to give you absolute satisfaction
return it and get your money back .'
you don't get Calumet you don't
get the best.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
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SUCCESS

TO LEARN

'Albuquerque, N. J.I., lic-- a 11. -- The
new free night
board of eduoa-.ion'school, organized last night at the
Central school building, is a success
from the start. The Initial enrollment, made last night, is 55, including
several nationalities, and 'the ages
ranging from 14, the youngest, to 50,
the eldest prospective student. Eight
of the students enrolled are women,
nearly all of them being1 employed
during the day, as are a majority of
the men. One Chinese 13 included in
the list.
For the present the courses taught
will be confined to mathematics and
English, the pupils being divided into
a number of classes, no as to accommodate all stages of advancement.
The first regular session for school
work will be held at the Central
school on Thursday night, when prac
tical work will begin. New students
may enter at any time, arid can be
assigned to one of the several classes
best suited to their educational progress.
The volunteer faculty, were all present "last night and are prepared to
give their services for two nights each
week to the work.
cotton

WANTED
Clean
Onfic nfflro

FIGURES FROM KANSAS
EACH DISEASE EQUAL
BER OF VICTIMS

THE JOY OF DANCING EXERCISE
Very few women or men seem to cars
to Tango or get Dancing Exercise unless they are assured the freedom,
from aching feet that Allen's Foot-Eas- e,
the antiseptic powder to ba
shaken into the shoes, always gives.
Since the tendency to hold Daneinf;
parties has become almost a daily;
and hourly necessity in every community, the sale of Allen's Foot-Easso the Druggists report, has reached
the highwater mark, hold Everywhere
25c. Trial package FREE. Address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
e

'

Adv.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Rev. James A. Lewis, Milaca, Minn
write: i "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has been a needed and welcome
guest in our home for a number ot
years. I highly recommend it to my
fellows as being a medicine worthy off
trial in cases of colds, coughs and
Cough;
croup." Give Chamberlain's
Remedy a trial and we are confident
will
find it very effectual and
you
to use it as occasion requires
at continue
for years to come, 63 many others
have done. For sale by all dealers.

rags

i

,

If you are not now enjoying the benefits of Electric Light In your home,
you should have your house wired
for electricity AT ONCE. You need
have no fear for your wails, ceilings
or decorations The wiring can be
done quickly and without any dirt
or muss.

Adv.
HARRY THAW'S BIRTHDAY
Concord, N. H., Feb. 12. Harry K.
Thaw, who is sojourning in Concord

Phone us TODAY, or call at our office relative to equ pping your home

while he awaits the decision of the
higher courts as to whether he shall
be given his freedom or returned to
the asylum for the criminal insane at
Matteawan, N. Y., quietly celebrated
his
birthday anniversary
today. The morning mail brought
him messages of greeting from his
mother and other members, of his

for complete electric service. Or any
reputable electrical contractor will
give you a low estimate.

h

DON' r DELAY.
DO IT NOW.
THERE IS NO TIME L E THE

family.

1

J

The Best Cough Medicine
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy ever since I have been keeping house," says L. C Hames, of Mar
bury, Ala. "I consider it one of the
best remedies I ever used. My children have all taken It and It worts
'ike a charm. For colds and whoop
ng coutth it is excellent." For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
Caa in the stomach or bowels is a
svmptom of a torpid
Hver. To cet rid of 1t quickly take
'TFRP-TNRIt is a marvelous liver
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
50c. Sold by Centra! Drug Co. Adv.
.

--

wonderfully convenient at a trifling

cost.
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Topeka, Kans., Fen. 12. Cancer i3
running a neck and neck race In Kan
sas with tuberculosis. Figures issued
today by W. J. V. Deason, registrar
of vital statistics for Kansas showa
that both in 1912 and 1913 about tha
same number of persons died from
cancer as from tuberculosis. In 1912
there were 1,055 deaths from cancer,
in Kansas, and 1,085 from tuberculosis.
In 1913, 446 of the deathB were from
cancer of the stomach or liver and
470 from the same cause in 1912,
which indicates that these parts of
the body are the most frequently at
tacked by the disease.
"The cancer figures are quite accurate," said Mr. Deacon, "because
there Is seldom any question of diag
nosis of cancer."
The state board of health is making
a study to combaf cancer in the state.
Word of every case reported promptly
is supplied to the epidemiologist for
the board. An effort is being mada
to learn all of the scientific and
Items bearing on the causes
of cancer. Blanks immediately are
sent ouU whenever a case Is reported
asking for a wide Bcope of Information.
"We are finding," said ir. Sippy.
the epiderologist for the board, "that
very frequently where a case of cancer has teen reported that there has
been a case before in that family or
often in the Immediate community."

ELECTRIC LIGHT is a fine light for
nes, soft, steady and
safe. School work means night
study. Will you endanger your
children's young eyes with poor illumination when Electric Light is
so economical? You will find it

But what will please you most will
ba after a few weeks use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any druggist or toilet counter, and Just try it

lisap-repflhl-

CREDIT
NUM-

the little

ing and falling hair.

forty-fourt-

A

PEOPLE UNABLE TO ATTEND IN
DAYTIME HAVE OPPORTUNITY

i

rsa

NIGHT

ALBUQUEHQUE

Your hair becomes light, wavy,
fluffy, abundant and appears as soft,
lustrous and beautiful as a young
girl's after a ''Danderine hair cleanso."
Just try this moisten a cloth with
a little Danderine and carefully draw
It through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive
A UNIQUE CONDITION
Santa Fe, N. M Feb. 12. An ar- oil and in just a few moments you
doubled the beauty of your hair.
rangement unique in the history of have
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Is
states
under
consideration
adjoining
Danderine dissolves every particle of
in reference to the Texico-Farwe- ll
public schools by the state department dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invig
orates the scalp, forever stopping Itch
of

education.
Texlco is in Curry county, New Mexico, and Farwell is across the line in
Texas in fact, if New Mexico had a
square deal la the boundary dispute,
Farwell would be in New Mexico and
only an Imaginary boundary line divides the two communities. Texlco
has only a small, old scnool house;
Farwell has a modern eight-roostructure with all the conveniences
that money can buy.
Curry county has a live wire for
school superintendent, L. C. Mersfeld- er, while the county In which Farwell
is located has no superintendent but
the county Judge looks after the
schools. Farwell has four teachers,
Texico has three. It Is now proposed
that Texico send its 100 children
across the Hue to Farwejl In Texas,
and thus make use of the entire new
school house, for Farwell has only 125
school children; also that Superintendent Mersfelder or the New Mexico
county have supervision over the
school on the Texas side, that Curry
county pay the three New Mexico
teachers and that Tarwell its four
teachers; that Texico send over what
equipment it hag and that the Texico
children have use of whatever equipment Farwell has.
The state department of education
looks with favor upon this proposition
and as it Is likely to be ratified, New
Mexico and Texas will exemplify evi
dence of good feeling between two
neighboring states that speaks well
Bplrit that is
for the
abroad in the land.

PLAGUE

1

pain and irregulariAlbuquerque, Feb. 12. Juan' Garcia,
ties. The pains in
my sides were in- 16 years old, a wood hauler living in
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MANY AS WHITE

No Longer Do Women Fear The Great
cat of All Human Bleaainga.

JUAN GARCIA OF ALBUQUERQUE
IS SHOT AT IN COYOTE
CANYON

female weakness,

to-da-

m
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child-bearin- g

Ind.:"

Omaha, Feb. 12. Kenneth Murphy,
old cattle ranchman who
the
helped to hang his sister Eunice's
beau "just to scare him," and was

law
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GOVERNOR RELEASES BOY WHO
I suffered for fourElkhart,
HANGED A MAN "JUST TO
teen years from organic inflammation,
SCARE HIM"

two-roo-

New York, Feb. 12. Home treatment for tuberculosis in this city can
tie made as efficient as sanitarium
treatment, at a considerable reduction
in expense, to say nothing of the great
eocial gain by not having to break up
family ties, according to a report
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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the boundaries of his land possessions
will now cultivate with his own hands
half a dozen acres. Yet, strange to
say, Alberto Terraas does not view
the future with dismay. He is happy
as a schoolboy at t n prospect of going to work. His weaith, which was
"beyond the dreams of avarice," vanished in a day, and now this man
stands among hts fellowg with his
two hands as his only working capital.
Such denouements
are unheard of
these days' outside of the pages of Im-

The new style will be quite a help
writers, too. Think how handy for
1
Mr. Chambers to write: "With eager,
i ft
passionate finsers he stroked her purESTABLISHED 1S79.
ple tresses" And pods, with the ex
ception of tin poet Hireate of En?
land anc Walt Masoi, will no doubt
Published by
ha'I the new style with joy, for pen
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorpc-'ited.- )
pictures of skyblue curls and pearl-gree- n
Grecian rolls certainly should
hit the bull's eye of luscious senti.Editor.
'! M. PADGETT
ment at every stroke of the typewriter.
There Is nothing to be alarmed
aginative fiction,' but this seems to be
the rare exception to the rule.
about in this new style; no excuse
for panic. At present there is no reason to fear that It will extend to
fcutered at the postoffice at East PRESS CENSORSHIP MOVE
men or that the passion for colors
u
Axa Vegas, New Mexico, for
will reach the ipoint where 'green,
.United
the
S'jrtes
through
Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska does yellow and
purple, for instance, are
tsaiis as eeconj clas matter.
well to attack the stock exchange reg- combined In one
Outside of
wig.
ulation iblll introduced by the chair- these and excessive
prices, why should
man of the senate committee on bank- we
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
worry? Joplin Daily Globe.
ing and currency, which would deny
o
Daily, by Carrier
f .l5 use of the mails to stock exchanges
ffr Copy
THE AUCTION WEDDING
.15 which violate regulations imposed by
.
Oae Week
One of the small state papers pubDemocrat.
Louis
bill
St.
the
the
says
Month
.65
Oso
lished an Item this week which has
7.50 He is strictly within the letter of the
Que Year
a weird mixup of an account of a
Baltimore
of
the
charter
platform,
Dally, by Mall
in
democratic
efforts
wedding and an auction notice-- The
faith,
assailing
$6.00
Uue year (In advance)
most interesting part of tho item
indirection
"to
and
enlarge
by
magnify
3.00
Gix Months (In advance)
the powers- of the- federal govern- follow
One Year (in arrears)....... 7.50
"William Smith, the only son of
3.75 ment." That it is a subject of state
CJz Months (In arrears)
rather than federal regulation Is ob- Mr. and Mrs. Joslah Smith, and Miss
vious. But his more effective argu- Lucy Anderson were disposed of at
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ment Is directed against empowering public auction at my farm one mile
GROWER
the postmaster
general to censor ejist In the presence of , 70 guests,
32.00
One Year
stock exchange news in the neWssk including two mules and 12 head of
1.00
.Months
'
i
: cattle.
papers.
'
"Rev. Jackson tred the nuptial
The use of government control of
(Cash In Advance for Mall
the mails to stamp out practices that knot for the parties, averaging 1,251
were objectionable iiaij grown with pounds on thei,.hopf..!(The beautiful
Subscriptions)
Remit by check, draft or money the years. American lotteries were bride was decorated with one sulky
turder. If sent otherwise we will not wiped out in this way and by use of rake, one feed grinder and two sets
X9 responsible for loss.
the interstate commerce clause of the of work harness, nearly new, and just
Bpecimen copies free on application constitution, the federal government before the ceremony was pronounced
is suppressing swindling in the same the Mendel & Son wedding march
was rendered by one milch cow, five
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT way. But recently there has been an
years old, one Jersey cow and ofie
warrants
Increase
of
that
this
power
EXPIRATION OF TIME
the alarm sounded by Senator Hitch- sheep, who carrying a bunch of bride's
PAID FOR
cock. Acting under its right to super roses in her hand was very beautiful.
vise the malls, congress some time She wore one light spring wagon, two
Advertisers are guaranteed the ago
passed a law that denied second- - crates of apples, three racks of hay,
do sole
e&rgest daily and weekly circulation class mail
privileges to periodicals one grindstone of mouseline
Cf any newspaper in northern New
one
hundred
with
about
trimmed
and
that did not furnish certain informaMexico.
tion which was of no real value to the bushels of spuds. The bridal couple
on an extended trip.
public. Some of the provisions were left yesterday
cash."
Terms
spot
not
did
apsince
not equitable,
they
TELEPHONES
Business Office
........Main 2 ply equally to all classes of publicaNewt Department ........ M. ..Main 9 tions. By compelling the publication
of a list of creditors, it worked a
hardship on many newspapers in seNEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
12, 1914. curing credit, bankers declining to
submake loans where they might be
KU3IAMJE NOT OKAD
jected to the charge of "subsidizing"
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb-- . 12. County
a newspaper. But the proposed stock
collectors' reports were received by
Notwithstanding the intensely prac exchange law would work a greater the
traveling auditor's office, showing
tical character p modem life, fate hardship. It would not prevent the
collections of taxes as folJanuary
alnews
j continues to be a fickle jade and printing of stock exchange
lows:
; utre sUfl are
many real romances in together, but would force publishers
Otero, 1910 and prior, $77.01; 1911,
;iu world. Almost side .by side in to employ detectives or legal experts
law- $74.22; 1912, $623.37; 1913, $20,52.G5.
be
news
could
what
to
determine
v..
wwmhuuo uio inner nay ap
Santa Fe, 1910 and prior, $51 1.52:
pealed two items widely dissimilar In fully printed. The postmaster general, 1911. $111.31; 1912, $682.S1; 1913,
some
subordinate,
Mont respecte but both extraordinary acting through
and suggesting the vagaries of fiction, would have virtual power of censorChaves, 1910 and prior, $96.01 ; .1911,
...ajr tuU xvunsas uuy journal. Out in ship.
1912, $140.50; 1913, nothing.
$204.66;
That the present power has been
liansaa, near Turtle Rock, a farmer
1910 and prior, $24.62; 1911;
Curry,
in
ruin
"wnose mortgage was about due" was occasionally abused, resulting
1912,
$161.09;
$743.25; 1913, $43,677.37.
concerns denied the use
aptarently in that state of despair to men and
Confirmed
Vigil
asserted.
which such unhappy contingency us- of the mails, has often been
The Congressional Record of Friday
ex
become
to
official
The
tendency
ually brings one, when quite by accilast, received here toaay, shows that
dent, he turned over a stone and lo, ceedingly technical Is almost as strong Juan N: ViKil was confirmed as re
red
to
as
spin
the bureau tendency
there before his astonished eyes lay
action might bring ceiver of public monies at the Santa
nearly $7,000 worth of gold bullion! tape. Tha.t hasty
nomia
business
that would on full Fe land office on that day. His
to
.jiau kucu a scene Been put into a ruin
on
Mon
sent
the
in
had
been
nation
novel it would have been regarded by and Impartial investigation be found
previous.
day
not
impossible. Liberty
critics as too improbable to pass mus- legitimate is
Paying Taxes Better
ter in this matter of fact age when the of the- - press was secured after the Probably
due to the genera) agita
and
whole world, in and out of Missouri bitterest fight of the centuries,
tion on the subject, one fact is very
be
should
it
jeal
encroachments
upon
"k3s to .be shown." Presumably the
received
As publisher ot one evident from the vpport
i?,lo0 will pay off the mortgage on ously guarded.
collectors of taxes,
from
the
county
of
America,
the old farm and leave a handsome of the leading newspapers
and that Is that taxes are being paid
Senator Hitchcock recognizes the tensurplus with which to furnish the
more
promptly this year than ever bethe
not
and
only
and the peril ,
daughter of the family a suitable wed- dency
fore
Although half w the taxes are
but the public, the real benefi- not due
until June 1, the half that is
ding outfit, and two homesteads will press,
should
the press,
blossom where only one mortgage rid- ciary of freedom of
now
has been paid very freely,
due
lie grateful to him for his determined
den home existed before.
and some counties notably Luna re
The second item had to do with, a stand.
port as high as 03 .wr cftit(of the
o
situation equally strange, and almost
taxes now due, already paid. There
a direct reversal in kind of the first.
is every indication that a considerably
COLOREl WIGS
Six months ago Alberto Terrazas was
better percentage will be paid this
rated as one of the richest men in
At last it seems' we are to have vear than ever before.
the world. He was the possessor of something new, la the world. Colored
Barth in Bad tick
millions and millions of acres of land wigs for women. As mere really can't
Isaac Barth is surely In hard, luck.
in Mexico on which were situated be anything new In the world, colored Yesterday he wrote to the Acting Gov
cities, towna and villages, with wigs aren't but when they bloomed ernor de Baca asking-- to be named a
ranches, mines, batiks, manufacturing before it must have been far back in notary public, saying that three suc
establishments, railroads, etc., of al- antiquity before history was Invented. cessive stenographers in his ofnee,
married
most Incalculable value, and all own- Many people have refused to take who had been, notaries had
d by him, or at least controlled by this green wig lals seriously, but it soon, after going to work for him. So
him and his eons.' He; virtually own seems really, to have arrived, At a he was going to settle it by fixing so
ed the whole state of Chihuahua, of Stylish- - social functions In London last he .can take acknowledgements him- which lie had been governor. In his week; the Marquise de pruwaiat wore
But if he does, says the lieulands was power greater than that of one, of blue, the Duchesse Clermont-Tonner- e tenant governor, he will have to. re
ny otiier man in Mexico ' .with, the
one of gold, the'-- ' ComtSsse sign from, the state senate for. the
e
a lavender one and constitution says; "No. member of
possible exception of Diaz. Hundreds
lived
women
men
of
thousands
one of the legislature, shall during the' term
of
anq
Princess Annie Galitzine
on his vast estates, constituting an mauve rose. When a duehesne, a for which he was eletced, be appoint
In ev- marquise, a comtesse and a princess ed to any civil office in the state,"
army of personal adherents.
.,
cry financial capital or the world the unite on a new style what Is left for etc.
name of Terrazas on a check made it common feminity to do but fall in
65 Men In New Company 1
good for practically any. amount. The line? What, Indeed, vould keep comAccording to Lieutenant P. C. Test,
family reigned a herldltary princes, mon femininity from railing In line? who was present at the mustering In
It is an ill wind that blows nobody of the new Deming company, there
residing in varicraa palacea connected
good, however, r It M a sad truth that are 65 enrolled on the muster rolls,
ly private railroads,
t iu t';e twinkling of an eye if some women had to consider their and the others will be sworn In this
"
r ' yty financier; saw his vast hair their crowning glory .It would week. ITpon a vote of the company,
1
f
awayor, at least la leave them glory paupers.. f This Is A. W. Brock was elected captain, The
U of bis
.'. i, who declare not true of many women,' of course. new company will be known as comto him but of a, few. With some It is the pany I.
- 1 1 w ..1 rt vcr is
'I
totef is trying color, with a few the quality and with
Oii.U-w- 'l
a
! in nnnihera
f
PERSONAL LIBERTY, WHAT?
r
tho nuantitv. Tliia latter Im
Berlin, Feb. 12. The wearing of
3 v.?t cm. go to work and perfection can
be remedied under
t) ,f iiisT. If a la to lsbwr for present conditions and is. So, to an the "tooth Ibruah mustache" waa for!
pi'l butler, aa tie lowliest f xtent, is the first But all three bidden to the soldiers of Emperor
i
plantations did for It's, j Wjll be corrected quicker and easier William's body guard regiment by an
rder issued today. The reason given
f i i wo conM travel by ?'!- - j and let us hope cheaper,' hy on all- was that it was
J
i V, i
days wi'.nout rw.concealing colored wig.
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STATE MINE INSPECTOR MAKES WOMAN'S CLUB DECIDES UPON A
HIS REPORT FOR YEAR ENDPLAN FOR ASSISTING THE
ING IN OCTOBER
WORTHY POOR

the daintiest remembrance of the year.

The detailed report of the causes and
effects of the great mine disaster in
the Stag Canyon colliery of the" Stag
Canyon Fuel company at Dawson Oo- tobr 22, when 263, men were killed is

At a meeting of the Woman's club
yesterday afternoon at the Commercial club rooms the committee appointed to prepare plans for the organization of a welfare department,
reported. The report was accepted
and the department was declared officially created.
Mrs. Johanna VoTlmer was- elected
to act as! president of the department,
while Mrs. W. J. Lucas wag selected
to serve as secretary and treasurer.
The work was divided into four parts,
the city wards being designated as
units. Members of the club residing
in the different wards were selected
as follows to head tne woni in their
respective sections of the city: First
ward, Mrs. Ben Lewis; Second ward,
to be selected later; Third ward, Mrs.
A. R. Talley; Fourth ward, Mrs. Jake
Stern. For the West side Mrs. M. F.
Des Marais and Mrs. W. B. Stapp
were selected to have, charge of the

the feature of the annual report of
New Mexico State Mine
Inspector
Rees H. Bedow to the governor, cov
ering the year ending October 31, 1913.
The inspector repeats the detailed
statements made at the time of the
explosion, showing that an overcharged shot fired In violation of the reg
ulations, iginted the coal dust througa- out the mine; and that the mine is as
nearly perfectl yoperated as any in
the country, as far as modern appliances and eafety devices are concerned. The report gives the Jist of
victims, reviews other minor accidents
in New Mexico mines, the result of inspections, names or persons taking the
United States training In mine safeand statistical
ty and other data
tallies; in general showing that the work.
With this .system." doubtless much
industry is iu good snape and growing. The introductory remarks fol- good work will De "accbmplished."'' The
low:
heads of the departments' in the' difThe market for New Mexico coal ferent wards were informed that they
and coke has been greatly restricted might choose others to assist them.
on account of the revolution In MexThe work of this department Is to
ico, but notwithstanding this loss of assist the poor and needy, and when
market, the demand as been reason- possible to furnish work to those able
ably good during the fiscal year just to take it rather than make the repassed, and if more coal cars could be cipients of charity feel like dependfurnished by the railroad companies ents. The committee which reported
at the proper time and If more miners concerning the organization of the
could be secured, considerable more department, also suggested that a regcoal could be disposed of. The total ister be placed in a central place in
amount produced during the past fis- the business) district so that informacal year was 3,634,217 tons, of which tion concerning the poor and needy
3,236,998 tons were mined by hand might be received.
This committee
and 3S7.219 tons were mined by ma- was composed of Mrs. W. J. Fugate,
chines. The coke production during Mrs. F. L. Myers and Mrs. C. H.
the fiscal year was 471,135 tons, val- Scliirmer.
ued at $1,592,804.30.
176,510 tons of
Considerable business was disposed
this coke were produced by the St. of at the meeting, such as the allowLouis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific ing of bills. Plans were perfected for
company of Colfax county, and 294,715 the party that is to be given this
tons were produced by the
evening at the Commercial club
company of the wme county I rooms. The attendance was large.
regret that the value of the coal produced by the Stag Canyon company
was not given, as this prevents me
FOR
from giving the value of the coal pro- FINAL REHEARSAL
duction in the state, but estimating
the Dawsou coal at $1.40 per ton, and
"EGYPTIAN PRINCESS"
the Diamond Coal company's coal of
Gallup at $2.15 per ton, and the coal
produced in San Juan, Rio Arriba and INDICATIONS ARE THE OPERETTA
Lincoln counties at $2 per ton tho toWILL BE SUCCESSFULLY
tal value of coal produced and sold as
STAGED
coal amounts to $4,340,518.10,
with
$1,592,804.30
for coke makes a grand
The final dress reheasal of the
total of $5,933,322.40 for the coal and operetta to be given by the Higa
coke Industry in this state.
School Girls' Glee club tomorrow
There were times at a number of night at the Duncan opera house, was
the mines when moii miners could held last night, and resulted In the
have been employed, and part of the production being declared one of the
time there was- a scai-eitof railroad best ever attempted by the organiza
cars.
tion. This decision was made by a
There were employed at the mines number of Las Vegans who attended
in making coke the rehearsal.
4,136 persons, and
330, making a total at mines and coke
One of the pretty and attractive
ovens cf 4,466 rmp:jes.
features, in addition to the charming
There has been no labor trouble be- locale of the operetta, will be the
tween the companies and employes dances. At the close of the first act
during the year. The companies have a dance known as the Serpentine
raised the price paid to miners five dance will be given by eight girls.
cents per ton, and ten cents per day Pretty lighting effects will accompany
for company work, and a reduction in this number. Another dance that will
working hours from 10 to 8 hours per be interesting Is one of oriental charday, so the relation between employer acter which is cleverly done by Miss
and employes so far as I can learn Is Leona Greenclay.
harmonious.
The costumes, will excel any ever
used here by local talent The girls
WHO IS SUPERINTENDENT?
have spared no effort to make the
Santa Fe, Feb. 12. Is Hi F. Cogges-hal- costumes for this operetta attractive.
superintendent of the United
One of the imposing features of the
States Industrial school, suspended?
operetta will be the six priestesses
This Is the question raised today fol- who carry an important part These
lowing the order of suspension Issued girls are all tall, and look like the
by Special Instructor G, B. Tucker of oracles of old, when garbed in their
the interior . department
It was flowing robes.
Btated today on excellent' authority,
The advance sale has
that Mr.- .Joggeshall denies1 the right
large ami up to this afternoon pracof Mr. Tucker to suspend hira,' be- tically ail at the lower floor ot the
cause he is a bonded officer and that optra liouse had been reserved, while
he has takem the matter :tip with many gallery seats had been spoken
k for.;
Washington."1 v.
oj
i:. ' .'(V.
r
Suspending Mr. Coggee-tial- l
Evidently the play-- wlH ibe- witness-e-d
'
was made by Mr. Tucker followby an unusually large tiouse The
cerof
several
ing
days' Investigation
following Is the cast;
tain charges which Mr. Tucker
.De Salx Evans
Queen of Egypt
to discuss for publication.
Elizabeth Coors
Princess Aida
Cjliarges were also filed against Princess Tububu. . . .Elizabeth. Parnell
United States Attorney for the Pueblo Alva
Sheila Van Petten
Indiana Francis C. Wilson, who is Queen Grania ........ .Alice Connell
also said to be threatened with "sus- Herub . .,
Pearl Ellis
pension." Mr. Wilson smilingly declin- Nyssa
Mary Lowry
ed to be Interviewed on tha subject Phlla
..Rebe Sands
today.
Solo Bances ......Leona Greenclay
Mr. Coggeshall was formerly chief
Chorus
of the force engaged in the suppresFirst Sopranos Clarabelle Adler,
sion of the liquor traffic, and bad of- Juanita Burchette,
Lillian Hartan,
fices in Denver.
He was appointed Grace Lord) Grace Mabon, Anna May er
superintendent here about two years Lucy Myers, Ruth Nahm, Ruth Nea-f- u
ago and is regarded as one of the
Maryel Papen,
Dewey Nlsson,
most efficient and successful superin- Katherine Seelinger, Ethel Stewart,
tendents In the United States. The Ruth Swallow, Aileen Trainer. Secposition pays $3,200 with house, and ond Sopranos (Mary Brorein, Alta
it Is rtfmored there are several people Craven, Bessie Nlssen, Alice Tipton,
who would like to have the job.
Clara Tipton, Edith Tooker, Nellie
fiii-Can-yo-

n

j

The slightest token gives pleasure, why
not give something that will endure for a

longer time?
Everyone likes something in jewelry.
Perhaps a Gold Filigree Beauty Pin, a
Cameo Lavalher or a Riogand if a true
Valentine anypiece of jewelry in Amethyst
Something for the table may please the
wife, 3 stick pin, or cuff links for the men,
Sentiment and giving go hand in hand.
, We will assist
you in your selection at
,

.1

Taupert's
hi)!'

Wells. Altos Dorothy Hernse, Ruby
PROPER
Jones, Alma Paulson, Clara Rensing, "STEALING"
Julia Sundt, Jessie Wood.
Orchestra
TERM, flEJECLARES
Pianist
....Mrs. O'Malley
First Violin .
Ruth Seelinger, Thelma Coman SENATOR
NELSON USES THE ROD
Second Violin
Virginia Floyd
IN TALKING ABOUT NEW
Cello
Philip Kolbo
HAVEN DEAL
Director
Chell Crozier

Washington, Feb. 12 John G.
counsel for the New York Stock
exchange, finished his statement t
day before the senate banking committee at its hearing on the Owen
bill, to regulate, stock exchanges.
He objected to the requirement that
before the securities of any corporation shall be listed on the stock exchange the directors shall file with
the exchange a statement as to the
nature and value of the assets of the
corporation, together with other information as to Its business, Including
copies of all contracts and agreements
affecting the securities. He thought
It might bet proper to require the filing of that information, somewhere,
but the filing of it ought to have nothing to do with the question of regulating the transmission of stock quotations through the malls.
The discussion led into a mention
of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford railway affairs. Senator
Hitchcock used the word "stealing."
"Don't call it stealing," said Mr.
Mil-bur-

WILSON

IS
12.

ILL

President WilWashington, Feb.
son's engagements foi- - tdoay were cancelled, according to an announcement
at the executive offices, because the
president was ordered by his physician to stay in his room to recover
from a cold.
It was said at the White House
that the president's cold had made
him hoarse and caused a slight cough,
and his physician was keeping him
in his room as a precaution against
more cold. Officials said they expected the president Vould he out
,
again tomorrow.
,!

PLEADS NOT GUILTY
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 12. C. Hunter Raine, president of the Mercan-

tile bank, which closed its doors Monday as a result of alleged defalcations
cf the president estimated to reach
$788,000, entered a plea of not guilty
when, arraigned In criminal court toRaine previously had pleaded
day.
guilty when arrested on a bench warrant charging embezzlement

Mil-bi.r- n.

"Oh let's call things by their right
names," interjected Senator Nelson.
"It's the meanest kind of stealing. The
Pitcher Ray Collins says the Boston man who breaks into my house Is an
Red Sox will have to come across honest man In comparison."
with more money or he will stick to his
Vermont farm.
Subscribe for The optic.
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TICKETS AT MURJPHEY'S'

35c 5xnd 50c

more people living in the valThe .building permits last year
were a little better than a million
and a half and for January of this
year were over half a million. In
1913 a new home was finished, for
every day in the year and from present Indications tills year will see
nearly two a day. A $200,000 theater
is in) the course of erection and when
completed will give Phoenix the finest
and largest playhouse in the west.
Phoenix Is known in theatrical parlance as a "two-nigstand." Some
4,000 tourists are in the city this winter. The)1 hotels and rooming houses
are crowded and there is a pressing
need for a second modern hotel, as
the Adams is crowded all the year
round. Phoenix has many miles of
paved streets, with ornameuiar light,
beautiful homes, splendid schools,
churches, clubs and public buildings.
It is a great automobile town, due to
the level country and fine roads. Some
machines are in the
2,000 licensed
city alone. On automobile day at the
state fair last November 32,000 paid
admissions were taken In at the gates.
Phoenix will always be a prosper-ou- s
town, d.ue to the tremendous resources of the valley and the mining
territory tributary to it Mr. Twitch
ell says the ground floor is still wide
open and if any one is interested in a
real place, see him. He will be glad
to tell them all about it.

OPE

30,000

WALDOTWITCHELL

PERSONALS
Mrs. OUie Shearer,, midwife. Hotel
Romalne. Adv. .
B. Haskell of Ribera was a business
visitor ill the city today..
L. A. Nohr came la last night from

Watrous for a short business visit
A. T. Meyers of Denver was .a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
G. C. Chancey of Denver was a
commercial visitor in the city today.
A. A, Case of Little Valley, N, Y.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night for
a short ataly.
Joa Barejai of Albuquerque came in
last night for a few; days' visit with
friends here.
Bias) Sanchez the well known resident of Wagon Mound; Was a business
visitor in La Vegas today.
B. F. Wella came in yesterday evena
ing from Mexico, Mo., and will be
visitor here for some time.
A. C. Schultz came in yesterday
evening from his home at Trinidad
for a short business visit here.
J. P. Stokes, representative for the
Carter-Holme- s
Neckware company of
a business visitor in
was
Chicago,
Las Vegas today,
Mrs. J. H. Kelly of Watrous left
this afternoon for Ballinger, Tex.,
where ehe will visit relatives for the
next several weeks.
P. H. Hill, special officer for tne
Santa Pe Railway company, passed
on
through Las Vegaa this afternoon
Ms way to Santa Fe. ,
Senator T. B. Catron returned to
Washington, D. C, last night after
"having been a business visitor in Las
Vegas for the past few days.
L. C. Courtemanche, representative
for the Oliver Typewriter company,
rams in last night from Albuquerque
for a short business visit in this city.
Fred Drake of Hodges, superintendent of the Santa Barbara Pole comafpany, arrived in Las Vegas this
ternoon for a several days' visit with
liis sister, Miss Kathryn Drake, whots
visiting Miss Helen Kelly.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Benesch of Denver., Colo., arrived Ri Las Vegas this
a
evening and will remain here for
are
They
friends.
short time, visiting
returning from a trip around the
a
Mr. Denesch represents
world.
themical company of New York.
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Lively will leave
this evening for Kansas City Mo.,
where they will visit for some time
and later go to Santa Fe, where Mr.
the
lively will be connected with com"United: States Bank and Trust
pany. He has resigned his position
with the People's Bank and Trust
company.
F. S. Wilson, an auditor for the
Fred Harvey system on the eastern
division, arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon and will take J. C. Brown's
as auditor of tots division. Mr.
Brown will occupy Mr. Plowman's
position as manager of the western
division, Mr. Plowman being indisposed prevents his acting as manager for some time.

A

ORGANIZER

ley.

BOOSTER FOR
PHOENIX

LAS VEGAS BOY TELLS OF WONDERFUL COTTON GROWN
IN ARIZONA
,

ACCUSED

OF

The Peoples Bank & Trust Company believes in "constructive banking" and aims not only
to make good loans, but to lend money in such a manner as to help its depositors to the best ad;

Ip

vantage.
This bank gives a safe, convenient service in handling all transactions involving money.
Moreover, we can help our customers in many things not involved in the actual banking seryiceT
but having to do with their business success.

(Continued from Page One)
"Did they buy these guns?"
"One of them was paid for by Mr.
Babcock.
I don't know who paid for

ht

Waldo C. Twitchell of Phoenix,
Ariz., is here on a short visit with
his father, Colonel R. B. Twitchell,
and is as strong a booster for Phoenix
and Arizona in general, as his father
Is for New Mexico. Young Twitchell
for the past two years has been on
the engineering corps, as assayer, of
the famous old Vulture mine, 15 miles
from Wlckenburg, on the edge of the
Harquahala desert. This mine was
discovered in the early 60's and has
a gold production record of almost

YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESS

PEOPLES BANK

TRUST CO.

(EL

the others."
"You brought in some ammunition
too?"
"Yes."
The Memphis club has signed a
for the mines, at the request of the
SOLONS TO DEFINE AMATEUR
"Wuu 'paid fur it?"
not player named Pat Mose
New York, Fb. 12. A ma tourism in
Msmager
operators, Thcs3 guards
"Mr. Babcock bought part of it; I our men and did not worK under our Mike Finn taught only the first lawn tennis will be
strictly defined at
don't know who paid for the rest."
orders. They were simply hired by us name and signed him.
the annual meeting of the United
"Do you know how much ammuni for the operators, and I presume they
States national lawn tennis association has been brought into Colorado worked under the orders of the mine
tion to be held at the Waldorf-Astori- a
tomorrow. For a long time there has
during this coal strike?"
superintendents."
"No, I can't say."
"DM you have authority to hire
been much controversy over this ques"As I understand it," said Mr. Fos the men and tell them they would foe
tion, and at the last meeting of the
ter, "you never had any confeence paid?"
$20,000,000.
national body a committee was
On the first of February Twitchell
with operators about bringing in guns,
the An Old City Israel Is Brought to
to draft a rule that would con
"Yea, merely as an agent
but they gave you authority to take company."
left the Vulture and entered into a
form sufficiently witn thatof the inLight
what measures you thought best for
ternational federation of Europe so
"How many men did you hire?"
partnership with his uncle, W. B,
as to! avoid the possibility of friction
"From 40 to 75, according to my
protection?"
Twitchell, and now has charge of the
"Well, I assumed such authority."
best recollection."
Discovery and Excavation of Ancient In the Davis cup matches, which are
engineering work, for a targe land
Town In Palestine by Dr. Mackento be played in the United States next
The1 witness
company which is lacked by Phoenix
Operators Gave Militia Guns
sparred with Repre
zie and F. G. Newton Add to
The witness admitted that one ma sentative Byrnes about the records of
summer. The princinal objection to.
capitalists. Twitchell is very enthuschine gun, which had belonged to his the number of mta employed
Knowledge of the Past
He
the definition of an amateur has come
iastic over the possibilities for young
men In the Salt River valley and has
from the promoters of invitation and
agency, had been sold in southern finally said the pay rolls had been
New York. Day by day fresh light hotel
Colorado.
This particular gun, he sent to the agency's main office in
tournaments, in which it is albrought home with Mm an- immense
is
thrown upon tho past owing
amount of data and general informa- TALK PREMATURE
said, now is In Boulder county.
West Virginia and he could not pro- to being
the various excavations in the leged discrimination has been ehown
"Did your men have control of the duce them.
tion concerning valley products.
so in favor of the leading players, and
lands belonging to the long-agThe most interesting of all, peroperation of these guns in Colorado?"
Long ago that, for centuries, the tales the adoption of a new rule will mean,
SAYS-RATNOLDasked, Representative Evans.
that had been handed down became that these promoters will have to dehaps, is a small bale of Egyptian long
S
mythology; until a Schliemann, with pend largely on local players in the
"Yes, our men had cnarge of the
staple cotton, which is the coming
spade and book his "Homer" believ- future. "While the opposition is exguns at Segundo, Sopris, Berwind and
crop in that region. This type of coting in these tales with all his heart
one
other
on
the
in
car."
but
armored
be
ton can
grown
NOT FEAR FEDERALS and soul, began to dig, and proved tra- pected to muster considerable force at
JUDGE MAKES A
ALBUQUERQUE
"Then the guns are the property
locality in the world, the Nile valley
tomorrow's meeting it is thought among
ditionHistory!
STATEMENT REGARDING PO' .
of the operators?"
in Egypt. The acreage mere is limthe
of
baked
few
When
a
leading officials that the rule will
fragments
LITICAL PREDICTION
"Yes."
ited and land is worth from $700 to
clay here are found to correspond in pass.
PLAYERS
OF
ITS
ALL
NEARLY
"And ''you are operating the guns
ilieir texture, form and markings with
$1,000 per acre and shows a net reHAVE SIGNED CONTRACTS
Albuquerque, Feb. 12. "I have read for the operators?"
he baked clay there though seas roll-iturn of only $40 per acre. This same
JUMPS COAST LEAGUE
1914
canFOR
as a
between them the tale unfolds;
"Yes."
kind of cotton is grown successfully of my reported suggestion
Sacramento,
New
Calif,, Feb. 12. Wilof
the maker was the same ; and by these
' "In ail instances these
around Phoenix on 'land now selling didate for the gover.nship
guns were
Feb. 12. Western league little bits of pottery the nations and liam Kenworthy, second baseman for
said
Chicago,
with
Mexico
surprise,"
great
as low as $100 an acre, and the net
placed on the property of the operato a
magnates who gathered here today ituiir doings become linked together, the Sacramento baseball club, has
tors?"
return last year averaged $75 to the Judge Herbert F. Raynolds
afterfor
their annual schedule meeting, re- until shortly the whole book of the signed with the Kansas City club in
Herald
The
yesterday
for
acre. The cotton industry in the val"Yes, In the mining camps."
most of their players great past will lie open before us. the Federal league.- a telegram staticalled
was
when his attention
Evans questioned ported that
Representative
ley is forging ahead witn enormous noon,
were signed for the ensuing season Several leaves have been added to ng" that he had Jumped to the "outfrom an. El' Paso news- the witness about the machine-guthe last two years
this book
strides...,. Ia 1912 the first cotton crop to a statement
laws" was received today by the manand that they are not in dread of an leaves, too,during
effect" that Judge' Raywith rubricated headings
which was carried on the armored
was planted, some 350 acres in all. paper to the
ager of the Sacramento team.
Vice
raid.
Federal
extensive
friends
his
league
excavaprovided by the discovery and
car,
Last year about 4.000 acres were set nolds was being urged by
J. Hanlon who tion of the city of
in
President
Edward
nomination
the
to
republican
see
res-accept
Felts admitted that although a
out and this coming year will
next
said he thought it unlikely Palestine, by Dr. Duncan Mackenzie
CLABBY IS FAVORITE
Ident of Denver, he holds deputy presided,
over 30,000 in cotton aiono and should for the executive office at the
and Mr. F. G. Newton.
os
the
Federal
action
that
regarding
any
Calif., Feb. 12. Jimmy
Angeles,
election.
state
in Huerfano
sheriff's commissions
show a net profit of about two milLast year the news was: "The Phil- Clabby, eastern
would he taken.
the
of
proposiheard
not
league
"I
have
middleweight, and
Still
Animas
peocounties.
dollars.
and
lion and a quarter
Las
istines were Cretans!"
First, they "Sailor fed"
Except for the consideration of traded in oils and
said Judge Raynolds,
Petroskel, the coast pugwith
"Did you dispose of the three or
perfumes
ple in New Mexico and. even "back tion before,"
as a mat- four machine guns you
schedules, no business of Importance Egypt and the Holy Land; and after ilist, met I na
battle at Vereast" wonder why Phoenix is booming "and it came to me strictly
shipped in be- was on
me
to
that
the program. President O'Neill the fall of Knossos, they carried on non this afternoon Clabby weighed
occurs
news.
It
fore they were used?" asked Evans.
so rapidly and growing faster than ter of live
is a holdover in his office, and the their trade with Egypt from the Holy 135 and Petroskey 158 pounds, but on
to remain in my
"So far as I know, only one of
any city in the United States. The as I have five years
no
decided to retain its of- Land, where they made the same form the strength of his previous victory
as
and
as
judge,
these guns ever was operated, and league has
cotton is but one of the valley's re- present position
fices in Chicago, though last year of pot and ornamented it with the over the sailor, Clabby, was made a
to
be
are
nominations
gubernatorial
I think, was the property of the
sources.
to that,
there was an effort to remove them same design as had been their cus- slight favorite.
mine owners." ,
Phoenix Is in the center of an ir- made for two and a half years
tom in Crete. This year it is the findto some western city.
whole matter is a trifle
"Do you understand that those
ing of another "high place" similar to
rigated valley of 250,000 acres, where come, that the
Western
the
of
Before the meeting
the one found at Qezer by Dr. Macal-iste- SQUASH RACKET CHAMPIONSHIPS
guns were turned over to the militia?"
everything can be grown that will premature.
it was rumor
whole matter
the
magnates
consider
began
league
should
It Is not known whether this Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 12. The na"I
of
so."
the
have
"I
heard
with
exception
possible
grow,
in the memhad a
one at
belongs to the tional intercity and individual squash
Under vigorous questioning the wit- ed that a possible change
bananas. The population of the city premature at this time, even
be dis- period of the native Canaanite Inhab- racket championships began in this
or prof- ness
now is 23,000. The 1910 census gave nomination been suggested
declared that the machine guns bership of the league might
itants or was one of the "high places" city today under conditions
that prom
were imported only for tne purpose cussed.
Phoenix 11,134. There are probably fered to me, which it has not."
which, we are told, the children of Is- ise one of
com
of
forms
rumors
took the
The
the most successful tournaof "aid in enforcing of laws and to
the
in
cities
all
their
in
erected
rael
ments on the possible transfer of the
ments of its kind in recent years.
protect mines and workmen and propdays of King Ahaz, when they turned
and Wichita clubs to other aside and worshiped the gods of the New York, Chicago, Baltimore, Pitts
Topeka
erty.
burgh, Boston and Philadelphia ara
"There was a very serious condition cities. Kansas City and Minneapolis
locations for
as
named
were
in both competitions.
possible
"
represented
r
FTP
there, gentlemen," he aaaed.
REV. J. M. HARRIS WILL
"There's no doubt of that, and it Western league clubs.
iww'.''7
NORTHWEST RACING CIRCUIT
- PREACH FIRST SERMON
exists yet," said Mr. Evans. "When
Vancouver, Feb. 12. Track ownera
we 'get back home we will see what
DISCUSSION STAVED OFF
s
HERE SUNDAY
and fair officials Interested in tha
we can do to stop it."
4
WITH THE BOXERS
Washington, Feb. 12. Democrats of
Northwest Pacific fair association
"Who
Mr. Evana:
were you acting
'''" '"'""
the house immigration committee togathered In Vancouver today to disin
the
for
when
whom
shipped
Milton
Rev.
you
guns?"
the
J.
Harris,
cuss
day again prevented discussion of First
plans for the coming season. It
inMr. Felts: "I was acting in the
Baptist church has called from
Asiatic exclusion bills by remaining
Leach Cross says Wilie Ritchie Is
has been decided to make a special
on
recomand
terest
the
of
my
comes highly
operators
away from the meeting. Secretary Pennsylvania,
the greatest lightweight developed
effort this year to induce the Caliown authority."
mended as an industrious student,
since the days of Joe Gans...
Bryan had asked the committee not
fornia
tracks to Join the nonhw.-- t
"Is
a
Mr.
openthere
Austin:
good
to agitate the question by discussion original and- cheerful, onB.whois
Arttrur Pelkey does not look so
circuit, which already embraces tha
am- arms
state
for
an
and
this
in
to
his
work
consecrated
ing
whiles diplomatic negotiations were thoroughly
good to Tommy Burns as he did after
' munition
prlhcjpa,! fairs in Oregon,, Washington.
factory?" ...
After conferences, the sen and: whose whole life bears out his
pending.
Pelkey's bout with Luther McCarty.
Utah and British Columjiia.
someto"There
has
Mr.
Fe'lts:
been
arrive
will
here
He.
ate immigration committee decided to profession.
Matt
forme.r
lightWells,
English
times.".
sermon
report the Burnett immigration bill morrow and preach his first
INDOOR TENNIS TOURNAMENT
weight champion, was defeated by
7
(Laughter.)
morning.
Sunday
the
without
by
house,
already passed
Matt'
New York, Feb." 12. Play, in vbe fifMcCoy recently in Sydney, Ausasked:
Sutherland
isthe
Representative
of
University
He
a
"
graduate
delay.
tralia.'
teenth
annual tournament for the t
In.
men
ever
keepof
"Did
assist
your
York, class
of Rochester, New
The French boxing enthusiasts are
tional Indoor lawn tennis" 'championmen confined in the coal camps
ing
1901, and of the Rochester, .Baptist
" 4
demanding ' that Frank Moraa moet
ship' ;of .the United States began al
when they wanted. to leave?"
Theological Seminary,' class lOOC;
the Seventh regiment armory tod r
add- Georges Carpentier before' tacklinig
the
.who
witness,
"No,"
replied
Rev. M.;
"
'
'
'' '
(Jjirte, fVh progressive
Johnson.
Jack!
with; many of the best known ten:.' .
not
coal
cf
believe
the
did
REV. J. MILTON HARRIS
ed that he
The "High Place" of the Children
young man'having the faculty of 'keep
'"
.vEddie' Murphy,' the Boston light
The
experts' partiiclpaijiuir.
Israel.
man
tha
in:,
of
members
and
had
(X
tha
O.
F.
in
any
the.,I,:;
kept
and
operators
Itlie
always
'move
lag, things'. Pvt
h
nd deatroyed bj
will "continue 10 days and at
weight, and Phil ''."Brock have "been Built t
v
bnneatte
burled
Iim
having something new to keep up a body.; The other- -' churches, also mines against his will, except in cases matched for a 10 round bout to taRe
Bfsiektah,
I' ctf ilnce
Ila the Assyrian
tia
of the events several cupst
jr
etroye
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sgalnst the saldi selection la this ofh
twenty-seventor
before the
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CAPITAL PAID IN

$50,000.0

12N

Register.
WHOM

IT MAY

CERN
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that Prank Roy, the undersigned, was appointed on the 28th
day of January A. D. 1914, Administrator of the Estate of Mary Llnsener,
deceased, and all persons having
claims against the Estate of said Mary
Unsener, deceased, will present the
tame within the time prescribed by
FRANK ROY,
law.
Administrator.
A scald, bum. or severe cut heals
slowly if neglected. The family that
fceeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT on hand ia always prepared for such accidents. Price 25c,
60c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen-

tral

Drug Co.

1

ir

Adv..

RESTAURANT

AN!) CAFE

AN D REGULAR OINNES8
HORT ORDER
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

11

1 JA
Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

J.

M.

it

VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON

TINIER

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

i

CHAPMAN

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

COLUMN

DEPOSITS

flgU

ADVER

CLASSIFIED

TOR

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
-

Office with

-

...President

i

-

--

Vice President

VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAB

Meets first and third Tues-daevenings each month at Wood,
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly invited to attend. C, N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

Interest PeJd On Deposits

y

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive

t

Treasurer

D. T. HOSKINS

N&

'J.

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
.;
d
'iLilar conclave
No ad to occupy less space than two
In each mentt at Ma
tar
All
lines
advertisements charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO p. m. P. No.
y
A. Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
" :
No.
Blood, Secretary,
Five

the San Miguel National Bank

BROTHERHOOD

Meets every Monday night M
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue s
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
C. Wertx, Pre
dially welcome.
dent; J. T. Buhier, Secretary; O. a
Bally, Treasurer.
102

F. O. E.
LA

$30,000.00

V-

com-

M.

Regular
munication first and
in
third Thursday
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially In
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M, H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

CAPITAL STOCK

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
A.

RATES

WM. O. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY

CON-

,

LOBBY

9100,000.00

of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,

TO

ohe

obe OPTIC

SURPLUS

to-wi- t:

NOTICE

12, 1914.

Office

Tufuimcarl, N. M., January 22, 1914.
'
"NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN: That
Co State of New Mexico, under and
ty virtue of the act of Congress approve:! Juna 20, 1910, hereby makes
explication for the within describe!
appropriated, unreserved, and
publia lands for the beuettt
of the University. Said lands being
cif.iated In the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more particularly described as follows,

day

FEBRUARY

CF THE INTERIOR

SPARTMCNT

Inscription

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

,7:20 p. m .

2

4. ...11:54

8....

10....

No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODfiF
4. Meets every Monday

p.

..

Depart
. 7.: 45

p.
p.
2:30 a.
2:00 p.

m.... .11:59

2:25 a. in.....
1:35 p. m
West Bound

m.
m.

m.
m.

wn
Arrive
Depart
evening at
OPTIC NUMKaR, MAIN I.
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
1:35 p. ra,
brethren cordially invited to attend, No. 3.... 6:35 a. m
6:40 a. m.
MONUMENT CO
ATTORNEYS
NEBRASKA PROGRESSIVES MEET
'
J. Frledenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No. 7.... 4:20 p. m..... 4:30 p. m,
Albuquerque, N. M.
V. G.; T. M. El wood. Secretary; Karl No. 9.... 6:35 p. m
7:00 p. m.
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 12. Progressive
HUNKER & HUNKER
215 E. Central
met
In
C.
Wertz,
Nebraska
V.
Treasurer;
of
leaders
Hedgcock,
party
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hnk
23 Years Practical Experience.
SEWING WANTED At 716 Eighth
Cemetery Trustee.
mass convention here today and ex- E. A. JONES
Attorneys-at-LaW. W. BOWERS.
342. Call
street
Phone
Vegas
New Mexlepressed themselves in favor of put
Las Vegas,
8 a. m. or after 5 p. m.
8. P. O. ELKS Meets second and 4
ting an entire state, congressional and Professional Health Culture for Ladles
makfourth Tuesday evening of each
and
In
field
the
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
legislative ticket
WANTED Live young man, desiring
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
vote
month
maximum
Elks' home on Ninth street and
a
for
hard
a
fight
Dentist
ing
to become 'automobile salesman;
General Massage, Hair and 8calp
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
in the next election.
at
work
Dental
of
description
Maniany
we have an excellent opportunity
Treatment, Facial Massage,
are
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
moderate prices
This
for such a man to become our San
cure, Chiropody.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Mills,
Main
Tel
lJi
Room
Center
1,
Block,
Hotel Romalne
Miguel county salesman; must have
Secretary.
Subscribe for The optic.
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
Silver
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
$500 to buy demonstrating car and
secure territory; refund $200 when
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURif
use
ability is shown. Dayton Cyclecar
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
Sales Company, 512 South BroadW. O. W. hall, .Sixth street on the
way, Albuquerque, N. M.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
It 's giving you
FOR SALE Two good cottages, 50 cier; Mrs. A V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908
feet front, excellent location, both
Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present fcr dorented; a good Investment. Act Assistant Deputy, J 011 Sixth street,
ing something
quick. Cutler Brothers, 614 Lincoln East Las Vegas, N. M.
avenue. Telephone Main 124,
you d do any
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anc
way when you
fourth Thursday
fZ&fit
eac)
evening
learn how Much
month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsltin
Better
EMPRESS
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
NICELY furnished room, steam heatFLOUR realb is.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm Secretary
ed, for rent. 924 Seventh street
E.
J.
NO.
541
ROSENWALD
LODGE
Made by GERPhone Main 333.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
MAN PROCESS
FOR RENT Cottage In desirable day of the month In the vestry room
ONE COUPON FROM
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- uf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock t
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
pered, electrio lights. Low rate.
FIVE
STAMPS
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Phone Purple 5301.
BRINGS YOU THE
1
I
Greenclay, Secretary.
ill
SPOON
IT S
Li
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
GENUINE WM.
OF
WOODMEN
AMERICA
MODERN
furnished
comfortable,
employed,
ROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Phone
room; no health seekers.
A A
SONS'
Love
Woodmen
World
at
ball
ol the
Purple 5301.
STANDARD
on the second and fourth Mondays o
SILVER
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
PLATE
boar dif desired. 710 Grand avenue. rionsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z.
RFAIITIFLIL
Vlslttm
Local Deputy.
Montague,
! FRENCH,
members are especially welcotae
Hi
f GREY (STER
$100 REWARD, $100
Invited.
The readers of this paper will be
LING) FINISH
f
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
EMPRESS
been able to cure In all its stages,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
C.
hall
can be ch
urth Thursday In O. R.
Cure is the only positive cure now
members
known to the medical fraternity. Ca- Pioneer building.
Visiting
tained in this city from
tarrh being a constitutional disease, are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
a
constitutional treatment G. K.: Frank Angel, F. S.
requires
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
181 E&
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Delvery .M....M.M.C0o par
strength by building up the constituper 18i tfefa
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each DslWery ........-.25- o
tion and assisting nature In doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
per 181 Is.
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery ....-!0- o
faith In its curative powers that they
par 18S 164
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
PMh
Each
50
.M.w.M.MM(eo
lbs
psr
Delivery
Lett than
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToJONES-BOWER-
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE 0
GOOD MAGAZINE

D

ICE

For

PR.

:

U I

i

law

Pay us $7.50-I- you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

The National Sportsman

,.w....w40o

The Woman's Home Companion

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.

s

Harvesters, Btorers, sad Dlatributors of Natiral lee, tt TV,tj tZ3
Lasting Qualities of Whieh Qtve Hade Lu Veiaa lamavi,
OFFICE FOI DOUGLAS AVENut

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.

cClures

Y. M. C. A. MEETING

MINNESOTA

Northfield, Minn., Feb. 12. Representatives of branches of the Young
Men's Christian Association throughout Minnesota met here today and
began their fortieth annual state convention. The sessions will be continued through the next three days, clos-inon Sunday with a farewell service
at which' speakers from New York,
Chicago and other cities will be heard.
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ANT Ads
Are Best
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BUYING TO SAVE MONEY

Buying Foley's Honev and Tar Compound saves money because Just a
few doses stops the cough and cold
and one bottle lasts a long time. It
quickly heals raw and Inflamed surfaces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness,
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G.
Snhaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv
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FOREVER

so busily did she work that she did
not know how time was passing until the sound of Blair's tread two
flights' down startled her. She lost
her balance, tried to regain it, and
toppled down with a craali upon the
pieces of glass.
she picked herself up
and fled, leaving the broom and duster behind. She ran Into her room
and locked the door, and waited in an
agony of suspense to hear Blair enter
Panic-stricke-

By HAROLD CARTER.
Blafr occupied a studio In an
district of New York, at
the very top of the lodging-hous- e
where rooms could be obtained without board for sums varying front two
to seven dollars weekly. Blair liked
'

the place because it was solitary, and

bad stipulated that his room was not
to be cleaned., There he established
himself with ninety-fiv- e
dollars and
the paraphernalia of his trade.
He calculated that the money would
last him just long enough for the
completion of his great stained glass
window for the Church of the Annunciation. The agreement was for pay
ment npon delivery, and Blair knew
that his first commission would lead
to many others. He had eight, weeks
In which to complete the work, and
lie had spent two sketching and pac
ing the floor, smoking innumerable
cigarettes while his ideas took form
In his mind.
He could not fix the image o! the
angel. His ideas, shadowy at first,
had gradually crystallized into a wo
man's face that he had never seen,
Sometimes he would wander through
the streets looking for her, hut he
never found her.
However, even without this he could
produce a satisfactory piece of work.
He knew that and worked hard. His
unintentional frown when he met
other roomers on the stairs soon
taught them to leave him alone. He
bad the reputation of being a crank.
That was what Mrs. James, the land
lady, told Miss Lucy Dexter.
"I'm sorry that I must give you the
room next to his, my dear," she said
to the girl, "but as you can't pay
more than two that's the only one
I can let you have at the price.
There's only his room and yours on
the top floor, but I guess he won't
annoy you, if you don't mind his
frown."
But Delia did mind his frown terribly. She had not been long In New
(York, where she supported herself
as a stenographer in a law office.
Che was homesick and unhappy, and
he had no friends at all.
Blair scowled dreadfully when he
came to realize that the room next
to his was taken, and by a woman.

I

'

mm

his room.
She heard the door close, heard a
loud exclamation, heard the door fly
open. And there came a hammering
at her own. Delia waited, breathless,
silent. He would not go away. He
rapped louder. In terror she sprang
to her feet and opened. Blair was
standing outside, red with anger. In
his hands he held the broom and dus
ter.
"Are these yoars?" he demanded.
"Yes, I see they are, and I have to
thank you for making a bear's garden
of my studio and destroying the work
of weeks," he exclaimed, in tones that
Delia had never heard addressed to
her before.
"I I wanted to help you," the girl
stammered. "I thought"
But how could she tell him what
she had thought that he was as lonely as she, that he had no one to care
for him. The tears came Into her
eyes, and finding it impossible to restrain then she put her handkerchief
to her face and sobbed.
Already dishevelled by her long
work in the studio, she felt thnt her
hair was loosening, and, putting her
hand to her head to make it secure,
only, succeeded in letting the whole
auburn mass tumble about her shoulders.
There was a long silence. Delia
dared not look up, but she dared not
go back into her room, for she felt
that her crime was too deep not to
need requital.
Suddenly she felt two hands on her
shoulders. Mr. Blair had actually
done that; he dared to swing her
round so that the light from the hall
window fell upon her face.
"You are wonderful!' he exclaimed.
"Mr. Blair!" said Delia indignant

ly.

"Wonderful! You are my angel!'!'
"How dare you say that to me!"
cried Delia, and then It was Blair's
turn to be apologetjc.
You dont understand. I don't
mean that sort of angel," he explained.
The angel that I was tryins to do
In glass when you so happily destroyed my efforts. Now you must
Bit to me. I have still time to do
my picture."
And when he had explained they
felt themselves to be fast friends for
ever.
But long before the great window
had been completed and brought Blair
the first of his many triumphs, he
had decided that Delia was to be that
sort of angel after all. And Delia
thought so too.
(Copyright,

1313,

by W. G. Chapman.)

NEW ENGLAND'S REAL BEAUTY
Wild

Roses In Profusion During the
Summer Months Have a Charm
That All Enjoy.

"Yon

Don't

Understand."

looked at Miss Dexter, but
Juried by, and as time passed her
presence only seemed to Irritate him
the more.

lie never

was
heart
Delia's sympathetic
touched by Blair's appearance. She
thought he did not have enough to
at She did not know that It was
overwork and worry that caused him
thinner and more
Kget the weeks went by. In fact
half the allotted time bad gone and
the masterpiece was hardly begun.
Gradually a thought came into
Delia's head. She would help him,
Meepite himself. He need never know
who It was that watched over him,
trat, lonely herself, she would help
as lonely. She formed a very
Ethers plan.come to
had
know the routine
daily life. Every evening
iat six o'clock he would lock his door
(and go out to' the cheap restaurant
fwhere he ate his supper. The rest of
!his meals he cooked in his studio, but
Ithe supper hour was unvarying. As
(he became used to her presence he
Iceased to notice her at all. And one
for event hapevening a
pened. Blair left his door unlocked.
That was Delia's opportunity. He
would not return for an hour, and one
can do a great deal In an hour. Softly she crept In, armed with a broom
and a duster. She was going to tidy
his room for him.
When she had entered she looked
round her In amazement She saw
the bed, without a sign of linen, in
one corner; In another a little gas
Btove and a table, with a couple of
chairs. And the floor was a perfect
rubbish-heaof broken glass and
malntB and varnigb.es. She did not
(know that all these fragments of
Igiass were the unpleced portions of
(the great window.
First 6he sorted out the cans and
(placed them in orderly array against
the wall. Then she gathered the
b;lass fragments together and put
them in a heap upon the floor. Then,
taking her duster, she mounted a
jchair and began to wipe the cobwebs
ifrora the walls.
All the while she was listening Intently for a step on the stairs; ye
,

long-hope- d

Nothing In rural New England Is
finer than the outburst of wild roses
which begins about the middle of
June and In some places lasts until
the end of September. The wild rose
bushes are frequently found clustering along the old stone walls which
were formerly in great abundance
and now are more and more rarely
found dividing the hillside or seashore
farms into pasture lots or corn fields
or orchards. If there was any one
product which New England generous
ly and even lavishly offered Its mas
ters when they first began to clear
its wilderness, It was the materials
for stone walls. They were impartially distributed under and over the
soil. The stones were of every size
and shape; there were huge ones for
the lower courses and graduated minor
ones to pile on top. In many places
they could be made double thickness,
with hollows to fill In with superfluities. That often failed to exhaust the
supply.) it is odd that they were not
used more for building houses, even
as they found their place in lining
deep wells where hung specimens of
the old oaken bucket. Of late years,
especially along the seashore, archi
tects having cast their eyes on them
and seen in them artistic possibilities,
the farmers have been glad to sell at
rather high, certainly at growing
prices, the old stone walls that their
ancestors or the original owners of
the land had created at such cost of
lame backs and sweaty foreheads.
The disappearance of them has caused
a considerable loss in the plctures-quenesof many localities. Around
them, clustered the wild rose bushes,
and the delicate pink blossomB looked
like exotic butterflies. Wild roses do
not stand picking very well; they
quickly drop thel. petals or fade away
when put Into vases; but if not interfered with they keep up a sweet
succession of blossoms, and often one
may see the jeweled humming-birposing over them, perfectly motionless, apparently though his wings are
buzzing like a dynamo, then darting
off like a coal of fire.
s

d

Not Suited to White People.
Colonization offers serious problems
for the advocates of a "white Australia." North Queensland is within that
boundary of 20 degrees north and
south of thg equator In which white
men may live. But they cannot take
their wives there and found families.
So the doctor Bays. And the doctor
has noted that whereas the first generation of whites does well, the second and the third lead down to the
failure of the fourth.

"CLUTTER" WOULD BE MISSED
After All, This Must Remain Alwayi
a Matter of Individual
Opinion.

OP-- IC

HEARING

THURSDAY,
ON MILEAGE

FEBRUARY

ISSUE

12,1914.

'

Atlanta, Ca., Feb. 12. The Georgia
railroad commission held a hearing
today on the mileage question, arising
out of the action of the railroads in
withdrawing all Intrastate interchangeable mileage from use in Georgia. The withdrawal was to have become effective In December, but was
postponed at the order of the railroad

Ov

Men are Just as much
disposed
toward the cluttering habit as women
but not one in 10,000 will admit It
The average man is forever bringing
things home. By this we mean things commission.
that nobody else m the house hae
the slightest Interest In. They may
Don't You Believe It
take the form of books, of pamphlets,
Some say that chronic constipation
c
of pictures, of
of various
kinds, of fishing apparatus, of, goll cannot be cured. Don't you believe it
have cured
sticks, of group photographs or ol Chamberlain's notTablets Give
them a
others why
you?
friendly souvenirs from business as- trial.
cost
only a quarter. For
sociates, and he insists that they sale byThey
all dealers. Adv.
shall all be kept In view. Usually
crowd
other
clutter
which
the OKLAHOMA REPUBLICANS MEET
they
average woman has spent a great
Tulsa, Okla., Feb. 12. A mass con
part of her life In collecting, and vention
of Oklahoma republicans met
which is found on all the mantel
pieces, on all the stands, on all the In this city today to reorganize the
In prepaiatlon for the approach
tables and on all the walls of all the
rooms of the house.
Then as the ing state campaign. Sentiment of the
children grow up they bring things party leaders favors the hoHmg of
home, that are dear to each one of another convention later in the
spring
them respectively, and these, too,
to frame a p!aform and recommend
must be kept in view.
But when all this is said, an Im candidates to be voted for in the gen
next August.
portant point has still been omitted eral primary
Clutter may, often does, cease to be
A heavy cold In the lungs that was
clutter in the eyes and thoughts ol
the family. There are instances In expected to cure itself has been the
which it has come to be regarded as startling point in many cases of dis
ease that ended fatally. The sensible
family treasure. With all the com course Is to take frequent doses of
plaint that is raised against It, it is BALLARD'S HOItEHOTJND SYRUP.
often grievously missed when parted It checks the progress of the disorder
with. So truly is this the case, so and assists nature to restore normal
closely Interwoven does family life conditions. Price 25c, BOo and $1.00
become with all of its surroundings per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co
and associations, that It Is difficult to
Adv.
conclude here without asking a quesNOTICE OF SALE
tion that will doubtless arise in the
minds of thousands of readers, name- In the District Court for the Fourth
ly. What, after all, would home be
Judicial
strict of the State of
without Its clutter Christian Science
New Mexico sitting in and for the
Monitor.
County of San Miguel.
Territory of New Mexico, Plaintiff.
MAY BE RALEIGH'S SETTLERS
No. 6736
vs.
Thomas B. Catron, Charles C. Cat
Group of People In North Carolina
ron, Julius Day, and the Unkown
Hard to Account for In Any
Owners of the Antonio Ortiz
Other Way.
Land Grant and the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant, Defendants.
There lives In the woods and
Notice is hereby given that I, the
swamps of Robeson county, North
Carolina, a strange group of people, undersigned Sheriff of San Miguel
In appearance somewhat resembling
County of the State of New Mexico,
Portuguese or mulattoes. Thetr man under and by virtue of an order of
ners, customs, and personal appear
ances are unlike those of any other court bearins date November 30th, A.
race on the American continent, says D., 1911, made and entered in cause
the Southerm Workman, and inter No. 6736 on the docket of the District
course with their neighbors is limited Court for the county aforesaid, whereto the extent which necessity de- in the Territory of New Mexico is the
mands. Harking back to 15S7, it will Plaintiff and Thomas
B. Catron,
be recalled that one of the expediC. Catron, Julius Day, and
Charles
Hons of colonists sent out from Ensland by Sir Walter Raleigh arrived the unknown owners of the Antonio
on Roanoke island, North Carolina Ortiz Land Grant and the Antonio Orunder the command
of Capt tiz Land Grant are the defendants, and
John White.
John Whits said order of Court commanded me
Capt.
never saw his people after he among other things to sell the Antonleft them on Roanoke island and re io Ortiz Land
Grant, being the land
turned to England for supplies. When
he returned the little band, It is sup and real estate hereinafter described,
renposed, had gone to the mainland and In order to satisfy the judgments
been absorbed In an Indian tribe. II dered in the above entitled cause, one
is now believed that the descendants of said judgments being for the sum
of this tribe of Indians are at this of $2,500.00 and costs, and the other
time living in Robeson county, where
for the sum of
more than thirty families have namef judgment being
costs
and whereas by
and
$1,000.00
similar to those of White's colonists
virtue of said order of Court and two
certain writs of execution Issued out
Trials of Compositors,
of the District Court of said County
They tell of a Scottish compositoi
who fled from Edinburgh to London ii in cause No. 6736, on the docket of
said Court, wherein the Territory of
order to escape the
ordeal of deciphering Carlyle's heiro New Mexico is, the plaintiff, and
glyphics and putting them into type Thomas B. Catron, Charles C. Catron,
He had been at work in London foi Julius
Day and the unknown owners
some time, when one day a "take" oi
of the Antonio Ortiz Land Gram and
Carlyle's copy was given him to sei the Antonio Ortiz Land Grant are deup. The sight of it appalled him. "Ii
that man here, too!" he exclaimed fendants, in an action for the collecWhereupon, he laid down his compos tion of taxes due and owing to the
ing stick, put on his coat and hat, an plaintiff, the then Territory of New
vanished.
Mexico, (now State of New Mexico)
Balzac's copy was also a nightman for the years 1904 to 1908 Inclnsive,
to compositors. According to the Lon
and the year og 1909 and 1910
don Standard, the failure of the estab
in which said cause
liBhment that printed his works wai Inclusive,
was rendered on the
judgment
the direct reBult of the enormous la
A. T.
bor spent In making corrections In tin 30th day of November,
sum
and
of
ii
$2,500.00
the
1911,
for
of
his
proofs
manuscript What
meant to put his copy into type it costs for the years 1904 to 1908 Inshown by the fact that "Caesar Blrot clusive and a Judgment was rendered
teau" had to be reset 15 times In 2( on same date in said cause for the
days! Youth's Companion.
sum of $1,000.00 and costs for the
years 1909 and 1910 inclusive, have
Castle for Shop Girls.
levied upon the following described
For many years the Count Grebai land
and real estate situate, lying
de Pontourny, owner of a stately cas
and
being in the County of San
tie and large grounds In beautiful Tou
raine, has been echarmed each day li Miguel of the State of New Mexico, V
Paris by the sight of thousands of pret and better described and bounded as
that certain tract of
ty little midlnettes, dressmakers' as follows,
sistants and shopgirls whom the houi land known as the Antonio Ortiz V
af noon liberates for their dally wall
Land Grant and said Land Grant bealong the boulevards. Noticing hov
on
as follows,
some of them, rosy and fresh at first ing bounded
the
the
Lauriano;
north
Canyon
by
grew paler from their work in thf
crowded sewing rooms, he left whei on the east by the Mesita Las Conhe died recently the castle and iti chas; on the west by the Canyon of
park to the uiidinettes of Paris. He Aguilar and on the south by the Old
also provided sufficient money to main Road
going to Las Conchas;
tain the castle with a perpetual hous
And that I will on Monday, the 30th
party of young girls resting and re
of March, A. D. 1914 at 10 o'clock
cruiting there. In future any mldin day
ette needing a holiday has only to ap In the forenoon or said day, at the
Court-hous- e
in
ply and to show that she is fret east front door of the
from infectious complaint to be re the Town of Las Vegas, San Miguel
ceived there as a guest free of cost
County of the State of New Mexico,
expose for sale and sell to the highNew Idea for Belting.
est bidder for cash the above describThose who buy belting for machin ed land and real estate, for the purery will not have to worry about the pose of realizing the sum of $2,500.00
price of leather in the years to cora and costs and the further sum of
if a certain sort of belting which li
$1,000.00 and costs, together with all
being manufactured by a firm in Con
oectlcut proves to be a success. Th costs of sale and all accruing costs,
Dew product is called flexible stee the same being the amounts due on
belting and Is realy a step further thai said executions and judgments at the
the chain and sprocket idea. The belt date of sale.
Ing is made in a complicated series o;
ROMAN GALLEGOS.
links and can be used on all pulleyi
of San Miguet County, New
Sheriff
of from two Inches In diameter to th
Mexico.
largest size. It has been designed es
attorneys are Charles W.
Plaintiffs
pecially for service where atmospheric
and
Chester A. Hunker,
eondltions are bad for lwather an G. Ward
e
adresaes
rubber belts.
whose offices and
M.
N.
are Las Vegas,
bric-a-bra-
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PROGRAM TONIGHT

j

automobile ramps at 6:09

o'clock, tills

MUTUAL MOVIES

evening.

7":.
1 !

"THE PSEUDO PRODIGAL" Reliance Drama.
"THE HARVEST OF SIN" Kaybec Drama.

Afternoon and evening "gowns. $10
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414 Columbia.

MUTUAL WEEKLY.

.

-

1

1

el

choose the Ford because of its
splendid record for consistent
service.

ISA1IVEH

xt

$615 is the price of

the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment. Get catalog and particulars from

present.

Stearns Siore

Pearl Ellis, as "Herub," the Orien
A feature of the
tal fortune-teller.

The grant board, the Commercial FLAGS

operetta to 'be given tomorrow night several conferences today regarding
at the opera house. The tickets are the
proposition to complete the irrigoing fast Adv.'
gation project The Chicago men
'
H
seem eager to do the work. No propThere will be a , basketball practice osition submitted
by them has teen
of the T. M. C. A. basketball team accepted,
though serious consideration
this evening, following . the regular is
!V '
"v
being given.
gymnasium class. All members are
requested to be present.
'

LOT.J0 GLAIIKETS

Miss Chelia Van Petten as "Alva,"
a slave girt,, in . !'Tbe Egyptian Prin
cess? 9;)pne,lof(tte.nyi.talented ac
tresses kaft-- r Vegans .will enjoy watch'
lng tomorrow night. Adv.

-

70

Direct from the Indian Reservations Large As
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll

-

CARDIPAHTY

FOR THE

BENEFIT OF CHARITY

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Early this morning flags were raised on the staffs of the various business houses, and public buildings in
honor of the ibirthday of America s
most beloved son, Abraham Lincoln.
No especial exercises accompanted

the day but In the schools the pupite
were reminded of the occasion, and
at the Normal University this afternoon a Lincoln day program was
given.
unnwn nni
One hundred and five, years ago
today Abraham Lincoln was born in
a rustic cabin in Hardin county, Kentucky. The story of his life id known
to nearly everybody. The histories
used in the public schools nd other
institutions dwell strongly ,.pn the
character and life of this man and
his career has been held up as a.i
example worthy of emulation.

For the best on tlie market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread., Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

New Mexico Largest

Wholesalers

ram promises td be Interesting as

enjoyable affair.

well as instructive.
The date for the presentation of the
Following the demoustratlon of the
Elks' minstrel show has been set for cabaret scene and the tango, dancing
February 19, a week from tonight. will be open to all. The evening
The show is expected to be an excel- promises to be a jolly, one.
Those in- charge of the party an
lent one, as the cast Is talented and
nounced this afternoon that there will
has been working' hard.
be a number of vacant tables for all
The "Serpentine Dauee" by six pret those who wish to attend and who
ty girls and the Oriental dance by have not been approached by ticket
Leona Greenclay, are sure to prove sellers.

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
baker. It is a

nagood
tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so'
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

among the many attractive features
Princess" at the
opera house tomorrow night. Adv.
of "The Egyptian

o?e Las Vegas Roller Mills

Charles Schlott, who has been
All members of the Woman's club
awarded the Contract for the erection
act
as
who will
hostesses at the dif of the new
building on Bridge street
ferent tables at the eard party this for the
Ludwlg William Ilfeld hard
evening are requested to be at the ware store, began wort this
morning.
Commercial club rooms at 7: 30 o'clock
The building will be erected on the
to arrange for final preparations as
site formerly occupied fcy the Cooley
to the location of tables.
,
building, which was destroyed by fire
in 1912, and where the erection of a
Word has been received in. Las Vemotion
theater was begun last
gas from El Paso to the effect that summer. picture
E. T. Plowman, manager, of the HarThe structure will be 50 feet wide
vey systeretcfor ithet western division,
75 feet long, it will be built suf
is slowly recovering from his siege by
ficiently
high to allow the installaof illness and that as soon as possible
tion of a gallery.: The building wili
he will be removed to this city.
be of stone and cement It will be
Chief Fred Phillips of the East Las equipped with a modern front, being
above the show windows by
Vegas fire department this morning lighted
lustre
lights. On the west side
prism
received an invitation from the E.
Romero Hose and Fire company ad- of the front there will be a large
dressed to the local company inviting display window, facing the terrace of
the East side firemen to attend the the Mills building.
Mr. Ilfeld said this morning that In
masquerade bal Ithat is to be given
a week from next Monday night at creased business mata It necessary
for him to erect a new building. He
the Duncan opera house,

must

;

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

Science of
Selling

class in the southwest usa the

Farms

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

r- -r

Of

CfEVCFji

i

.,

I. W. Lively, who has acted as sec
retary of the Peoples Bank and Truat

company since its organization, has
lvcigned. . He will leave this even
ins for Kansas City, accompanied by
Airs. Lively. Mr. Lively will locate at
Santa Fe in a short time, where he
a 11 be conntcted win the United
States Bank and Trust company.

Fresli Strained Honey Pint
Jars, 30c each
Comb Honey, 2 for 35c
i

e

?

'

THE

ball.

include a means of presenting the

The

ON

The masquerade bait that Is to be
NEW ILFELD BUILDING
given at the Elks' home Saturday
evening is attracting considerable at
tention, and doubtless will be an en HANDSOME STRUCTURE WILL BE
joyable affair All Elks and their
ERECTED FOR BRIDGE STREET
ladies are requested to attend this
HARDWARE? MAN

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

If it may be termed a scieace

WORK BEGINS

SB

f
i

kS

M

At an adjourned meeting of the
couacil of the town of Las Vegas last
night an ordinance approving the
plans for the paving of Bridge street,
nnd authoriizng the proposed improvement was passed. The next step will
be to advertise for bias, which will be
done as soon as the regal formalities
are complied with. These include a
notification of each property owner affected by the pwing of the estimated
cost and the holding of a hearing for
any persons who may wish to protest.

has faith in the future progress and
prosperity of Las Vegas and is willing
to invest his money en the strength
of his faith. He began business in
1S99, after having been employed for
several, years by the Charles Ilfeld
company. His trade has Increased to
such an extent that when he removes
to his new building he will be making
his third move into larger quarters.

VAULT

AND

i.

5C0L

CLEAi :
Those desiring ' ik done
will please call on ;r phone

A.W.

Iv

Las VfAs Tj
523

Sixths i,' t

l
I

Real estate men and others who
know conditions heie always have
maintained that Las Vegas citizens,
because they are not posted, are enemies to the advancement of the community. It has been maintained that
Las Vegans have "knocked" perfectly
good Irrigated and dry farming lands
when questioned about them by prospective purchasers. The real estate
men do not ask that Las Vegas people
lie about the land in order to boost
it; they maintain that if they would
only tell the truth there would be no
difficulty in getting people with money
to invest.
A man arrived here yesterday to
look at some perfectly good irrigated
land. He made arrangements to accompany a real estate dealer to the
tract today. This morning, however,
he had disappeared. It is presumed
that some "knocker" got hold of him
and he got cold feet and left! The
Commercial club has Been trying for
a year to get Las Vegas people to
learn what resources this, community
has, and then become boosters. In
every instance where a resident has
given 'the land or the other resources
a "black eye" It has been proved that
the informant or misinformant was
not acquainted with the truth. Several former "knockers" have been converted since shown the resources In
a series of trips conducted by the
Commercial club.
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS

Notice la hereby given that the tax
roll for A. B. 1913 has been received
in the treasurer's office. The first
half of the 1913 taxes s now due and
will become delinquent on February
16, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
EUGENIO ROMERO,
per month.
Treasurer and Collector.
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ALL WORK

.,

DONE

SHOP

AT-OU-

GUARANTEED FGH ITS FEEFECTNESS
'

..

"BUM"

..

SALES CO.

Phone Vegas 424

NIMEflS

CHARLES ILFELD CflHPANY

VEGASMB

LAS

WOMAN'S CLUB WILL ENTERTAIN
AT THE COMERCIAL CLUB
Herbert Gehring, the insurance and
QUARTERS
real estate dealer, has sold his fire
insurance business to the Plaza In
This evening at 8 o'clock at the
surance company. Mr. Gehring will
Commercial club rooms will occur a
continue in the real estate business.
card party given by the Woman's club
Because of the illness of Alderman for the cause of charity. The party
Hays, who is suffering from an attack promises to be one of tho most suc
of the grip, the city council did not cessful of its kind ever attempted in
OIVfFOOT
meet last night. There are only five Las Vegas, and due to the fact that
aldermen in the city, just enough for a large number of tickets have been
sold in advance, an immense attend
a quorum.
INFORMATION
ance is expected.
The feature of the evening will be
.(.(,There will be a dance at the Hotel
Romaine this evening, given by the the cabaret scene. which will be enact- - PERSONS NOT INFORMED PREBenedict society of the West Bide, an edb y 15 peoples. Including this feaVENT
MEN
WITH
MONEY
organization which was recently per- ture will be a correct demonstration
,
FROM
INVESTING
fected. The dance promises to be an of the tango. This part of the pro- -

1

prices.

FLOAT IN THE BREEZE
IN HONOR OF AMERICA'S
MARTYR PRESIDENT

club committee, Judge Leahy and
Messrs. Hurley and Overstreet held

ll

Everything comes to h i m
who waits except success.
Fords are chosen by men who
"get there" by men who demand a dependable car that's
always "on the job." They

The auxiliary of St. Paul's church
tonight only, Behind the new store site Mr. Ilfeld
Photoplay teater
will meet tomorrow afternoon with Lubiin
beautiful two-refeature, owns two lots on which he will erect
Mrs. Byron Mills.
"Treasures on Earth." Showing some store houses. E W. Hart drew the
plans for the main building.
great fire scenes. Aor.
Finch's Golden Weddlnig Eye, aged
Mr. Ilfeld has sold the building now
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
At the regular Friday evening serv- occupied by him to Thomas Ross.
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. ices of
Congregation Montefiore Dr.
Jacob H. Landau, the spiritual direc
There will be a meeting of the Las
tor, will deliver an address on "The THIS
Vegaa council of Knights, of Colunv Trial and Condemnation of Jesus of
bus this evening at the O. R. C. hall, Nazareth from
the Jewish Point of
OF LINCOLN'S BIRTH
AH members are
requested to be View."

Market

m

I ll'

'

Adv.

dmitted the Best on the

7

BIUDGE STREET

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Flour
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Automobile
and Machine Shop
Em
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

the authorities and pnysicians that if
be better for her son to be
dead than to continue to disgrace
himself and cause his family trouble.
Carey is an athleie, of splendid
FO
physique, and weighs 200 pounds. The
attacks began when he was 16 years
old, following a blow on his head
while at play. Since then he has been
getting worse. Two specialists, one
from Pari located the tumor and asNOVEL EXPERIMENT TRIED
BY signed that as the cause of his "brain
SURGEONS AT FORT WORTH . storms," but they hesitated about perHOSPITAL
forming an operation, especially as at
that time the family had hopes of his
Fort Worth, Tex., Feb. 12. A surr recovering without it.
He appears to be recovering from
gical operation to. cure a 'man of'i
mania for fighting has been perform- the operation.
ed at a Fort "Worth hospital.
The
patient is Mert Carey, aged 32. The FIGURE SKATING
COMPETITION
physicians says that if he survives he
Ottawa, Ont, Fob. 12. The anr
will never again be subject to unconfigure skating rhampionslups ur.
trollable fits of tempwf.
the auspices of the Canadian b
The mania was due to a hlood tumor
which be",--n this mm
oi the brain. He was informed that the at'tft'dTLaurler
avenue arena fi ,m
operation might cost him his life, but city, have
torr
brought
he said he ipreferreu death jif his
,
graceful figure Blcatr
mania must continue. When the
Montreal, Vancouver i 1 a
"fighting fit" was not on him he was other cities. The cor
companionable and jolly and would will continue
oirr
never think of harming anybody. The elude
'
those for i
carne
suddenness
of
with
a
the
spells
tho Minto Cup, t r i
,
storm,, and at such times he would the
'
t
Farl Grey t
fight anybody or anything. Fre
':g for the K'r ,
quently he was arrested :0n charges.
of assault, and he was- taken from
the city jail to the hospital for the
NEW E "
operation at his own request.
Pittbfiell, I
Describing his mania,, before being tinct sho s,
were felt in th;
operated upon, Carey said:
) it
"When theseb ad spells come upon o'cliKk tl
me, try hard as I will,! cannot con
trol my temper. I've just got to ffcht.
This ia usually twice a month. I have
Jj.
daily attacks, ibut usually I can get.
t
off by myself and sit down f i
i
them wear off. 1 enn "l
t' " f
ing. A jerking over my ki't eve alT
ways warns me I am aln ut to
' a
f
'
fit of bad tempei.
I
I
1 in e
.
peaceful.
i v f
' '
would not hi- any rnr
in my head, Him In
i
thr e hi 'i'n Fl mi- -
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. RATON BEAT DAWSON
By thoj close margin of 101 pins in

1

tournament, the local
the
the
last of the week, taking the rubber
series.
game in a
The games were closely contested
throughout and were watched and
enjoyed with the keenest interest
both by ihe spectators and ttie contestants. Smigelow of Raton plied
up the highest score of the series, a
total of 1,232 for the seven games,
with an average of 17G pins. Jewell
of Dawson rolled the highest score
foi the visitors, 1,122. Ruth of Raton
carried- away honors for the highest
score of 220 for a single game, with
a close second
Kinney of Daw-sowith 217 pins. For the seven games
Raton acquired a grand total of 5,308
pins, and nawson 5,207. Raton Rango flie
seven-gam-

e

B. P. O. E. ibowllng team defeated
(Dawison Elka on tho home alleys
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